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ABSTHACT 
Plain fatigu e and fr e ttin g f a tigue s tudie s have been carried 
out on an AJ - 4% Cu - 1% Mg alloy in various heat treated conditions . 
It has been det e rmin ed that shot peenin g the surface r esults in sub-
stantial improvement s in plain f a ti gue and fretting fatigu e strengths . 
The major cause of the improvement of these properties is the presence 
of compressive stresses that are induced in the surface by the shot 
peening process . Surface roughening and work hardening of the surface 
are also caused by the shot peening process but these have little or 
no effect on the fretting fatigue properties . 
The magnitude of the compressive stresses at the peened 
surface are around 200 - 250MPa and these result in the nucleation of 
subsurface cracks that run parallel to the surface during the fretting 
process . Debris with a characteri s tic spherical shape is pronuced on 
the faces of the subsurface cracks . Subsequ ent delamination allows 
the spherical debris to reach the specimen surface causing a reduction 
in the friction between the fretting members. 
INTROD[]CTION 
The thesi s i s concern ed with th e fr et t ing fatigue 
behaviour of shot peened age-ha rd ening Al - Cu - Mg alloys . Thi s 
chapter defines the three a r ea s of fr etting f a tigue, shot peening 
and age-hard enable Al - Cu - Mg alloys . 
1.1 Fretting and Fretting Fatigue . 
Fretting is defined as th e relative oscillatory tangential 
movement between two contacting surfaces . This movement is termed 
'slip'. If damage i s caused to the surfaces and debris produced, 
thJ.s phenomenon is sometimes des cribed as'fretting corro sion '. 
It is often ne cessary to clarify the difference between 
fr etting and wear, in 'vhich the relati.ve movement involved is in one 
direction and over a greater dis tanc e . In fr etting the amplitude of 
slip is common ly between 25 rm and 70flm but may be even ;Less. During 
the wear' process, any debris form ed can escape from the contacting 
surfaces, but during fretting the debris is, for the most part, 
entrapped and thus can contribute to further damage. 
The main significance of fretting as an engineering problem 
is it's association with fatigu e . Fretting can be produced under 
the same conditions that cause fatigu e i.e. cyclic stressing, thus it 
can be said tha.t in these situations. the cyclic strain resulting 
from fatigue produces fretting. The synergisti c effect of fretting 
and fatigue is known as 'fretting fatigue'. 
The endurance of materials and components in fretting fatigue 
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i s substantiall y lo wur t har: i n fJlu in f at i gue , th i s being du e t o t he 
earl y initiation of the f a t. igue cr acl\s from the fr etted areas . The 
OCCUIrerre of fre tting a l one can l ea r] t o l oss of f it bet ween component s . 
poo r lubrication du e t o t he debri s f orn' f' tion , and even iz ure . The 
occurrenceo f fr ettin g fati gue wil l pr obabl 'y l ead to the early cat astro -
phic failure of one of th component s . 
1 . 2 Shot Peening. 
Shot peening i s a cold wo r king process used primarily to 
reduce failure of machine and structural parts by fatigu e . It is also 
effective for improving impact strength and r esi stance to stress 
corrosion cracking. 
The process is one of bombarding t.h e component with relatively 
hard particles. or ' shot'. which induce a work hardened . compressively 
s tressed layer in the surface . The modern day proc.ess is conducted 
in special machines und er fully-controll ed conditions . However. 
Baldau f (1) shows that sho t peening is an ancient art. He quotes 
the story of Damascus and hi s famous singjng swords that would not 
break. due probably to the fact that the blades were 'shot peened' 
with ball peen hammers to make them ·rougher before battle. History 
also shows that the early makers of body armour found that they could 
improve the quality of their product by cold working. rhe process. 
however. was somewhat different. from today; that is the armour mak ers 
would have their serfs fill the in side of the armour with round stones. 
and roll them around the courtyard for days or even weeks ! 
The modern vers ion of sho t peening Has 'discovered' during 
the 1930's. when it was found that components exhi bited an improved 
fatigue life after shot blas t cleaning. The main investigators were 
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J . O. Alm on and J . Straub , and they fj.l's t ujJplied the shot peening 
pr ocess comm ercially in the ~ a a l y y days of World Wa r II. It had be en 
found that tank tread pins ':Jer e break ing t oo eas ily and hence the 
treads wer e failin g. Shot poening was applied t o the probl em and 
Gventually cured the trouble , r e sulting in tim e and money being 
saved. It also proved that shot p ening was a very worthwhil e process . 
During the 1940 ' s the shot peening process was examined in 
great detail. It was det e rmin ed what exactly happened to the material 
during peening, why the process work ed , how to perform it eff i ciently 
and how to monitor it. These a spects will be di s cussed in the proceed-
ing chapters . 
1.3 Aluminium - Copper A l l o y ~ . .
Aluminium - Copp er alloys are heat treat.able alloys which 
are very widely used in the aerospace industry. These alloys are more 
expensive than the work-hardenabl e allo ys such as Al - Mn and Al - Mg 
alloys , due to the additional costs of heat-treatment, higher in -plant 
scrap generation and lower volum e . However the savings in weight of 
the final product, made possible by the higher strength, far outweigh 
these higher costs. 
The three most widely used wrought aluminium-copper alloys 
are (using The Aluminium Association designation system):- Alloy 2017, 
commonly Called duralu jilin , containing 4 per cent copper, and widely 
used for rivets in aircraft con struction; Alloy 2014, having a higher 
percentage (4.4) of copper and other alloying elements, principally 
0.2 - 0.8% Mg, 0.5 - 0.9% Si . Thi s allo y is used for heavy-duty forg-
ings, aircraft fittings and truck frames; and Alloy 2024, containing 
4.5 percent copper , 1.5 percent magn esium and 0.5 percent silicon, used 
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in airc r aft ~ . . r r c c tur ~ ~.. . ri v e t ~ ~ . . I I a j j d d ~ u r c . . irll ~ k k Hh']81 s and. scr ew-
machi n pr odu :.! t .. • 
In tile pre.sent Ho r k t lw allo y that has be en u sed. i s from 
t he 2014 spe cifica t ion from he r eo n t ( ( r r e d d ' AI - /1% eu - 1% Mg . 
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C I! APT I': II TWO 
FI1J1:T'I'tNG AN D FRETTING FATIGUE 
2 .1 Fretting - A Bri ef Hi sto ry . 
The fir s t r ef er enc t o fretting i n s ci entific hi s tory wa s 
made in 1911 in a paper by Eden , Rose and Cunningham (2). Whil e 
performing some standard fatigu e t ests on s t eel specimens us ing a 
WBhler machin e , they often experi enc ed gr eat difficulty in remo ving 
the broken specim en from its holder . Considerable quantiti es of ' red 
dust ' were observed especiall y after heavily loaded long t erm t ests . 
They beli eved that this ' corrosion ' ~ a B B du e to the varying Rtresses 
be tween the specimen and its holder. To investigate further they se t 
up lubricated specimens and foun d t hat a similar phenomenon occurred 
with t.hese , so showing that the ' corr osion ' was not due solely to the 
presence of moisture . 
It wasn ' t until s ixteen years later that Tomlin son et al ( 3 , 4) 
performed the first experim ental study into this ' new ' phenomenon . 
They produced the slip , r equired for fretting , between a ball bearing 
and a flat steel surface , which r esulted in large quantities of red 
oxide debris . These r esults l ead them to propose a mechani sm of ' mol-
ecular attrition' to describe the fr etting process , suggesting that 
the cohesion between molecules as they touched caused them to be det-
atched from the surfaces and subsequ en tly oxidised . 
In 1930 Fink ( 5) used the t erm 'wear oxidation ' to describe 
the damage produced on metals whil e s tud ying their wear properti es 
under slightly imperfect rolling conditions . He suggested that this 
new phenomenon was of much importanc e during the fatigue of metals 
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du e t o the fact that the surface s o f f a tigue f r actures are i n mo s t 
cases oxidised. 
These early r eports on fr etting effectively r evi ewed the 
occur rtJrr.e o f fr etting and its gener al appear ance , and on the whol e 
wer e in agr eement. Following paper s which di scussed the basic mech-
ani sms of fretting .tended t o di sagr ee as t o whether fr etting was a 
predominantly mechanical, phys ical or chemical phenomenon. 
Tomlinson (3,4) had fir s t hit on the idea that fretting was 
caused by a 'molecular attrition' process and Godfrey et al (6,7) 
also concluded that the loosenin g of finely divided material was due 
to an adhesion process. He also stated tha t in addition to this 
physical process , a chemical action was involved, . a s , when this finely 
divided mater ial escaped from the contact ar ea it wa s r eadily oxidised. 
However, the f a ct tha t frettin g r eadily ocCUnred between nobl e metal s 
rel egated oxida tion as a cau se t o a secondary factor • . 
Uhl ig (8) po stulated that both a chemical factor, along 
wi th a mechanical f a ctor, was involved in the mechanism of fretting. 
He said ths.t aD a sperity on em e surfa ce rubbing on the other surface 
produces clean metal, which either aut.omatically oxidises or absorbs 
a layer of ga s • . The n ext a sperity then wipes the oxide away or cau ses 
t he metal and a bsorbed. gas to combin e . Uhlig also produced the fir s t 
quantitative expression f or fretting damage , vi z: 
W(total) = (K L ~ ~o 
Wher e : W = specim en weight loss . 
L = load. 
C = number of cycl es . 
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f 
£ = 
= 
f l' l'qUl" r1 cy . 
s lit) ,1i s UlIlC C. 
Thi s equation p p e d d c t t 1 1 that fr utt in g Hei ght l oss i s a lin ear 
function with number of cycle::> , a pRr abolic function with appli ed 
load and a hyperbolic function with fr quency . It al so brings to 
notice that fretting i s dependent on man y variables . Earli er t es t s 
by Feng and Uhlig (9) on mild s t eel had shown that variables such as 
t emperature and humidity weI' of ma j or importance during fretting and 
U ~ l i g g (8 ) suggests that the differ ent mechanisms i . e . chewical and 
mechanical, involved bear unique r elationships to each separate vari-
able, e . g . the chemical factor of fr etting is predominant at low 
frequencies, but i s over shadowed by mechanical wear at high frequencie s . 
Feng and Righh.ire ( lQ) wer e in favour of a predominantly 
mechanical process during fretting. They sugges t ed ths.t if asperi tics 
in contact carry enough load, plasti c deformation can take place . ( 
producing a mechanical interlo ckin g effect . Subsequent r elative slip 
would cause the shearing of the interlocking peaks , thus producing 
wear particles. This th en l eads to an abrasive action effect . They 
later suggest a four- stage process as a mechanism for fr etting as 
shown in Figure 2.1 . 
Stages : 
OA - Initial stage where the rapid rise and bending of the curve 
are caused by metal tran s f er and wear . 
AB - Transition stage wh er e the change in wear action from shear-
- 7 -
BC - Declinin g c'tage wh er e t ile d G G I I e a ~ J i n g g effec t i veness of the 
abra s i ve action ~ n U U e s s rnJ otinu pri ~ ~ c l i i e e in the rate of 
frettin g weigh t loss . 
CD - Steady Stat e chara cteri zed by a cons t an t r a t e of fretting 
damage . 
Some a greement with this theory was provided by Halliday 
and Hirst (11) who proposed the formation of intermetallic junctions 
on contact and suggest ed tha t when the junctions rupture , loo s e 
metallic fragment s are form ed l eading to the scoring of the contacting 
surfaces . Eventuall y, the f ormation of l oese oxide debris reache s a 
point wher e rolling t akes place between the surfaces and the co effic-
i ent of friction i lower ed . Met al to met al contact is prevented and 
a mild wear mechanism then set s in , h ne e the s t eady state proposed 
by Feng and Rightmire (10 ). 
In a review of fretting corrosion Waterhouse (12) states 
that the contribution of chemical and mechanical processes to fretting 
damage depends largely on the type of environment present. He states 
that in the absence of oxygen or water-vapour, fretting damage would 
be essentially a mechanical process . The mechanism proposed is one of 
metal removal from the surface s in a finel y divided form by a mechan-
ical grinding action or by the f ormation of welds at points of contact 
followed by tearing. He also predicts that this mechanism is valid for 
fretting of non-m et allic materials. 
If fretting takes place in the presence of oxygen or water 
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vapour tho chnmicnl f act or i ~ ; ; l fl t f'oducod . Two lJi echonj.sms a r e propos ed 
here , the fir st on(j be in g s imilar- t o th e a fo r e- mentioned exc l;pt that 
a f te r t he metal particl es a r e r emoved th ey a r e immedia t el y oxidi sed 
producing an ' abra s i ve powder ' which continu es the damaging act ion. 
The second mechani sm i s one wher e th e me tal i s al r eady oxidis ed but 
the fr ettin g action r epeatedl y r emove s the oxi de l a yer, thu s cr eatin g 
debri s and an exposed surface of virgin metal r eady to be oxidised 
and continue t he process . 
These early theori es on f rett ing are a mixture o f agreement 
and conj ecture . Agreement is r eached on the occurren ce , appearance 
and the need for adeq uate pre vention of fret t ing, but conj ecture 
appears when dis cu ssing the contribu tions of chemical and mechanical 
a spe cts to fretting . Even t he term 'frett i ng corrosion' has met with 
opposition from Feng (9, 13) as it implies a chemical nature t o the 
process . Ho wever these di sagr eement s led t o research taking a broad er 
front a s it had become evid ent that fr etti ng was depend ent on s everal 
variable f a ctors such as en vironment , t emper ature , frequency, etc. It 
i s convenient., the.ref or e , to review the l iterature by con s iderin g each 
individual factor, and thi s will be done later in this section. 
A later paper by Hurrick s (14) conci sely reviews the mech-
anisms of fr etting pr eviously suggested, and stated that the process 
can be d i v i i e ~ ~ into t h r ~ e ~ a g e e . . i. e . i n i t i al adhesion and metal 
transfer, production of debris , and finally, a s teady state wear con-
dition. 
In the f i r s t s t a ge of i niti al a dhesion and metal transfer, 
it is suggested tha t any prot ective oxi de film on the metal surface 
is broken down and metal t o met al con t act is established, which leads 
to adhesion. Thi s i dea again invol ves other variables, such as oxide 
- 9 -
llnd metal h a r d r l l ) : ; ~ ; . . Th o s t l ' u u l l t h h () f thi rJ adh - s j_on th erl dictates the 
clC[; t'F'e o f metal trall s f ur' und iI Ur.Cf; s lJb;;uqu en t dawage: . The second 
s tage , one of d obr is f Ornl .:1tiOJ I, illvo ] ves iniUal1y virgin met al debri s , 
lat e r oxidising to forr.! til. , final dehri s product . and leadin g to a 
r eduction in metal to metal contact . Th e t hJrd s t age , th e s t eady 
s t a t e , comes about by the gener al di s integration of the zones affected 
in the initial s tages of tho frRtting . Hurrick s do es suggest here 
that abra sion i s ne t significant , and t hat a local fatigue mechani sm 
causes most of the damage a t this stage . 
Hurricks al so mentions other important considerations involved 
in the mechani sm of fr ettin g. sllch as local t emperature increases and 
work ha.rdening 6ffects , for example , in any sl iding process, plastic 
deformation takes place and there is extensive dislocation movement 
at and below the surface . He also points out that this plastic defor-
ma.tion will have a consider abl e eff ect on the chemical and diffusion 
processes in metals . 
Considering the i dea of l ocal t emperature increases during 
fretting, Wright (15) r eme. rle ed that local t emperature rises did not 
occur, stating that durin g fr etting t ests of mild steel on p o I J ~ e t h a a
o 
crylate, which has a melting point of 80 C, no softening of the p o l J ~ e r r
occurred. However, Water hous e (16) suggests that,as these two materials 
are incompatibl e , no welding between the surfaces is possible, hence 
no severe working of the surfaces occurs , which would in fact be the 
major cause of the t emperature incr ase . He goes on to state that, 
in fretting fatigu e t es t '" of mild steel on mild steel, strong adhe"'i"n 
occurred between the su rfaces and the f f e t t t n ~ ~ ~ debris included 
D<. - Fe20 3• an oxide tha t tran sf orm s from t - Fe203 in the temperature 
region of 500°r" strongly sugges tin g a large t emperature rise during 
- 10 -
the frettin g proc .3S . However, it was no t f)U her e tllat the hi gh 
pressure involved in fr ettin g could aff ect the tran sition t emp erature 
of the oxide debris . Mor e conclu sivo evid enc e , though, in thi s work 
was that the f er r ite in the t est materials und erwent some r ecrystal-
lization; a process which al so Occurs at about 500 0 C, but would not 
be affected by the contact pressure of fr etting . 
More r ecently, Sproles and Duqu ette (17), have qu estioned 
the evidence used in proposing thes local t emperature increases , and 
work done by themselves incorporating interface potential measurem en ts 
to record temperature changes , showed that the maximum temperature 
increase at the fretting interface was 180 e. 
Concerning the plastic def ormation and dislocation movem ent 
below the surface during a sliding process , Suh (18) put forward a 
new and somewhat controversial theo ry for the mechanism of wear, called 
'the delamination theory of wear '. The theory proposes four stages 
of wear, viz: dislocation build-up below a dislocation-free surface ; 
dislocation pile-up at a finit e distance from the surface leading to 
void formation; coalescence of voids into long narrow cracks; finally 
the long narrow crack reaching a critical length and the material 
between the crack length and surface shearing, thus producing a sheet-
like particle of wear debris. Applying this theory to fretting, Water-
house and Taylor (19) showed that, on three different materials, the 
morpholo gy of the fretting debris, that is, oxide coated on thick 
metal plates , was consistent with the delamination theory. An important 
point raised here was the fact that environment would have little 
effect on initiation of a subsur-face crack , but could affect its 
propagation after breaking the surface . 
In a later paper i<!atel'nou s , ( 20) states that , early in the 
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f r e t,tin£.: l) l'OCef;o.; T n : 1 C } } O ~ j c c ~ p L e e : ~ d d ( ; : ; i u n n tak e :J jJ] aC t: be tween the two 
surfaces . [ ~ v ( ( n t t u l l y y t h.i:1 ud llL::: i on falls off , as des c.:rjbed by Hurrick s 
(1 ;' ), and th en matu r' i llJ rcrn ovuJ t l l k k c ~ ~ 1-'111ce by del amirw.tion in acco rd-
anc e with Suh' ::; th eo ry . \'Jate .1flo U;J8 gOOf> un t o s t.a t e , however , t hl1. t 
the delamination p p o o ~ s s s contributed only t o the production of debri s , 
confirming that the gubsurfac u c r a c c ~ ~ propagat e only to the surfac e , 
not into the bulk of the ma t erial. 
Sproles and Duqu ette (21 ), in fr etting experiments on an 
annealed s t eel , observed a mixture of metallic flak es and oxide fr etting 
debris . Th ey propo sed a mechanism by which fr etting cold work s the 
surface early on , thu s r emoving the ductility and producing brittle 
cracks which go on to i solate met al flakes from the bulk of the specim en, 
in combination with a delamination process . This i s shown schematically 
in Figure 2.2. They dis count the adhesion and metal tran s f er mech-
anisms as unable to explain t he shape of the flake-lik e metallic debri s . 
In the case of the oxi de debris , they express agreement with the 
mechanism of oxidation and subsequent removal by asperity scraping, 
as proposed by Uhlig (8), as thi s can account for the observations 
of probable oxide parti cle agglom er a tion with embedded metallic debris. 
On the whol e , ther e is substantial disagreement concerning 
the basic mechani sms of fr etting. However ', this is not too surprising 
when considering the varia bl es involved, which clearly lead to varia-
tion in the condition s under \.Jhj ch experiments in thj s field are 
performed . Thu s , as stated earlier, it is convenient to discuss 
fretting in r elation to some of these variable s . 
2 . 2 Effect of Variabl es on Frettin g. 
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In n no rm al enviror,rn ent th u m();; L i mportant agent s that 
affect fr ettin g a r e oxyecn and water vapour (humi dity). Th e eff ect 
of oxy gen on fr etting r ej t er ates the chend cal nature of the process 
mentioned earli er, and the r ol e o f oxidation has been inves tigated 
by several r esearcher s . 
Work done by Sakmann and Rightmi.re ( 22 ) showed tha.t fr etting 
in air and pUl'e oxygen produced the same amount of dama.ge, Hhoreas 
if the fretting vIaS conducted in an inert atmosphere or in a v a c c u m m
the damage wa s much reduced. From this they r e solved that the damage 
produced by oxide particles was greater than if produced by metal 
transfer or by metallic debris. 
Feng and Rightmire (10) fretted steel specim ens in dry air, 
carbon dioxide and helium to assess how different atmospheres affected 
their 'four stage' theo ry of fr et.tin g. They found that when comparing 
t.he dry air and c·-arbon dioxide t es t s , the initial stageg of the latter 
t ests were prolonged due to a lack of suppression of metal tran sf er. 
This they said was due to the f act that in cry air an oxide layer 
forms quickly thl!S reducing metal transfer, whereas in c8.rbon dioxid e 
only an absoI'bed layer of the gas is acquired by the fretting surfaces, 
which is much l ess effective in preventing metal transfer. The damage 
produced in t h ~ ~ helium atmosphere seemed like another step d o ~ n n in 
that practically no gas \vas abso rbed onto the contacting surfaces, and 
so metal transfer was more profuse than in carbon dioxide. This l ed 
to a suppression of the second stage of fr etting, showing that the 
damage produced in the helium was entirely due to metal transfer. This 
was further supported by obs ervations that depressed areas on one 
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surfa ce c o r l l e ~ ~ p o t t d ( ( d d t o u] (; Vu L, ;d u r L a ~ ; ; OIl the matin g surface and the 
wei ght l oss was \.jcry l ow, s huwin g that only small amounts of loose 
wea r had bSffi1 produced . 
The effect of hum idity on fr etting has been discussed by 
\vright (1 5), and he sta t es that II th8 changes occur:dng i<1 fretting \-lith 
a va riation in the humidity probabl y ar i se through the absorption or 
capillary conden sati on of the \-la t er vapour onto the metal and oxide 
surfaces ". It \-las proposed , ther ef or e , that this absorbed layer of 
water behaved as a lubricant and wa s effective in removing oxide debris 
from the contact area and thu s r educing the severity of the damage. 
This was supportad by observations at low humidity , whjch showed tha.t 
the oxide detritus had not be en removed , and pits had been formed . 
Feng and Uhlig ( 9 ) also f ound that on mild steel, the fretting 
damage decreased as the humidity increased. However , tests were not 
performed at 100 per cent r elative humidity because of rusting of the 
test specimens and subsequ en t error in weight loss determinations . 
The effect of t emperature on fretting has been difficult to 
i solate from the effect of humidity , as these two variables tend to 
affect each other . 
Alm en ( 23) fir st noticed that damage due to fretting was 
worse in winter than in summer and this was later verified by Feng and 
Uhlig (9) who found that the fr etting damage was greater as tempera-
tures fell below oOe , wher eas at a t emperature of 500e the fretting 
damage waS only about 50 per cent of that at oOe, and after the run 
in , about 65 per cent . Waterhou se (24) s tates that the sudden decrease 
o in damage which occurs between 0 e and room temperature is IH:ely to 
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b,., as so ciated with th e e f t t , ~ e [ , i v v , n n : ! ; ~ ; ; o f abso r beu mois ture as a lubri-
cant . 
Obviously a t ver Y.high t UIJlp f, r a tures the r ol e o f humidity 
di sappears and then the frettin g damage becomes dependent upon the 
type of oxide film produced , e . B. spinel type oxides are capabl e o f 
being trans form ed into a ' glaze ' oxid e which i s very protective . 
E e l l ~ i i e _ S l i £ £ ~ m £ l l t ~ ~ ~ . .
Feng and Uhli g (9) first r eported that specimen weight los s 
was a linear function of slip amplitude through a range of 0 - 2 5 ~ m . .
6 However, Halliday and Hirst (11) found that for 10 cycles , there was 
a linear relation ship between wear volum e and slip amplitude, S, upto 
s = 7 5 ~ m , , above which the wear rate increased rapidly. This type of 
relationship was confirmed by Ohmae and Tsuki zoe (25) in tests over 
105 cycles on a low carbon steel and pure iron , as shown in Figure 2. 3 . 
Ohmae and Tsukizoe (25 ) go on to say that the mechanism of fretting at 
amplitudes lower than 7<y-tm is differ ent from that occurrirg B.t S -::: 70 ;'lin. 
They suggest , in both cases, a three stage mechanism of plastic defor-
mation of Asperities leading to a mechanical type wear including adhesion, 
cu1minating in oxidative Hear and abra.sive wear . They suggest that 
where the amplitude is less than 70,f<m , the oxidative wear predominates 
in the final stage resulting in a mild wear process, whereas at ampli-
tude::: greater than 70),m, tho oxidative 1,18ar and abrasive Hear occur 
simultaneously, hence the increased wear volume. 
The definition of fretting includes no limits to the ampli-
tude of slip, exce·pt to say that the contacting surfaces are nominally 
at rest. O'Connor (26) states that fretting damage is visible at ampli-
tudes as low as 0.1 fm, but doe s not state an upper limit. However, 
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<It hi gll uIli pli tud e:: :t \v C;li r i \)rln (:; ,1 1 uri ' l'< !c: .Lprocal sliding' takes place . 
Ohmae and l fJ uk i. :',() (: ( ') S) thOl' ld'o r c' hU VI ; : ~ l l r ~ g u ~ . . t u C ] ] thut the t r a { , ~ i i i o n n
fr'om fr l: t tin g t o ruc'i procal Dlidi ng (J (;(!uY' n at ubout 3 3 0 ~ ~ . . They also 
sugges t that wh e ll tho amplitu de of s lip i :, 1 S8 than 70,Pm the process 
shouln b e call ed 'fr ettin g corro coion ' and abo ve 70 ~ ~ m (thu s 70/ m -
300 ~ T ! I ) ) the t erm 'fr ettin g ,,,r ea r ' i s mor c appropria t e . 
£y£l,ic_F.regu.§n.£y . 
The effect of cyclic f f ~ ~ u e n n y y on fretting is revi ewed (24, 
p.115) to be dep ndent itself on thp environmen t in which the fretting 
t akes place . LO\ver frequen cies app a r to pro du ce more fr etting damage 
in corro sive environm ent s , implying that the corrosive med ium has mor e 
tim e to act on the fr etted surface between cycles. However, in high 
frequ ency te sts, the effect is negligible. 
£ o ! ! t . ~ c ! ! E r ~ s . § u . . e . .
When the contact pressure i s increased during frettin g, th e 
tendency is to r educe the amplitude of slip , and as a result cause 
some r eduction in fretting damage . I t i s not possible though to prevent 
fr etting compl et el y by this method . 
However , if the amplitud e i s kept constant then the general 
t endency, found by several r esearcher s (9 , 15), is that any increase in 
contact pressure causes an increase in fr etting damage . As there will 
exist a specific value for clamping pressure at which it is no longer 
possible to maintain constant slip amplitude, then the damage cau sed 
by the increase in clamping pressure passe s through a maximum and then 
decreases, as found by Uhlig ~ t t a l ( 27) . 
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~ ~ . 2 . 6 6 Mechanical S tate of the Contacttn if Surfac e:.; . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ ... "-- - - - -
Th e mochuni <.;u ] s ta t o () f tlj() co rl tcl.(;tj.n g su rface s essen tially 
meali S th hardn ps s und state of 8 t t G S ~ ~ of the surface layers in con-
tact . 
Waterhouse ( 2LH p . 1l9) stu t es tJ-w.t hardness affects fr etting 
in two ways . First of all hi gh hc.rdn ess i mpli es a higher fatigue stren-
gth of the materiHl , which mean t hat the local high strain fatigu e 
a c t i o ~ ~ of f f e e t i i g g has a less dAmaging effect . Secondly. high hardness 
means a greater r esistance to any abrasive action in fretting by hard 
oxide debris . 
The harder the material , the lower the adhesion between the 
cont.acting surfaces . Thi s is confirm ed by Mokhtar (28), who also states 
that any increase in hardn ess by heat treatment, alloying or shot peening 
also lowers frictional r esistance , thus lowering adhesion . However, 
such treatments a r e effectively meta-stable stat es and it is r eported 
by Bethune and Waterhouse (29 ) that adhesion is inversely proportional 
to the hardn ess of the material in it s equilibrium state. It is sugg-
es ted that the high strain f a t i g g ~ n g g due to fretting is sufficient to 
restore the surface layer s to their equilibrium state , thus any arti -
ficial hardening, such as work hardening or age hardening will be 
removed by fretting. Test s done on an age hardened Al - 4% eu alloy 
showed that a softened layer of material was formed under the fretted 
region, as shown in Figure 2. 4 (29 ). The depth of this layer was found 
to be dependent on the number of fr etting cycl es . 
Concerning the state of stres s of the surface of a metal in 
relation to fretting, it i s well established that a compressive residual 
stress in the surface improves the fatigu e r esistance. Thus most of 
the studies relating t o thi s topic have been done in conjunction with 
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fr ettin g f atigu o, and ~ ; ( ) ) arc L L L L ; c u ~ ~ : ; ; ! d d ill d ( ~ t t a i l l in th e next sect ion . 
2 . 2.7 Surface Fini sh . 
- - --
Water house ( 24 , p . 122 ) s tates that generally the smoo ther 
the surface then the mor e serious th e fr etting damage . He states that 
on r ough surfaces the asperiti es will at fir s t be plas tically deform ed , 
but will not be worn away compl et ely due to work hard ening. Thus some 
of the sharper asperities are able t o ' ab bo rb ' some of the tangential 
movement du e to fr etting , by el astic deformation . Also,debris formed 
on a rough surface is e a a i l y y entrapped i n th e spaces between a sperities, 
and so becomesredundant in the frettin g process . 
2.3 Fretting F a t i g ~ . .
The combined a c-Lion of fr etting a.nd fatigue, known as fretting 
fatigueJis probably the most co mmon situa.tion in which fretting occurs 
in practice. As Walker (]o ) says , ' The main significance of fretting 
to the engineer is its a.ssociation with fatigu e , ••• The link between 
fretting and fatigu e i s a doubl e one . Not only docs fretting cause 
fatigue, but it is itsel f prcduced by the sam e conditions of fluctuating 
load that can produce fatigue directly. Thus, paradoxically, fretting 
incites fatigue under conditions where fatigue is likely to cccur any-
way' • 
The first publi shed information relating fretting to fatigue 
was by Warlow-Davies (31), who performed fatigu e tests on pre-fretted 
specimens of a medium carbon s t eel and a high tensile alloy steel. 
Results showed a 13 per cent reduction in fatigue strength due tothe 
fretted surface for the medium carbon steel , and an 18 per cent reduc-
tion for the alloy steel . However, these tests were not strictly 
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fr e ttin g f a t i t ~ I I U U t l'f; L:-. au Llll ! two JH 'Ul ' l ' :;:>(':; Wf.:r l: ll o t oc cu rrirg s imul -
tan cnu sl y . 
Fenn er ( ~ t t al ( 32 ) r eportc;u :.::e vora·! annoying fr etting f a tigue 
fail ures OC CU1'Li.nl'; during th e course o f 1<:.1. bora tory f atigue testing . 
These r esult s wer e troubl eso me becau e th e t ests wer e of the plain 
fati gue type , hut the fr e tt i ng f atigue occurring between th e grips and 
the specimen l ed t o premature failure in the wrong place! 
Exampl es such as these showed undoubtedly that fretting had 
a substantial effect on the fatigu e life of materials, and thi s lead to 
specific r esearch into the area of fretting fati.gue . 
Fenn er and Field (33 , 34 ) concluded that the early formation 
of damage du e to frettin g wa s caused by surface fatigue strains induced 
by the r elative displacement of contacting asperities at microwelds. 
This causes the initiation of shallow cracks inclined to the surface , 
which later coal esce to form pits , with the release of debris. They 
state that if the applied f a tigue stresses are high enough t.hE"n these 
inclined cracks will propagate and lead to fail ure. This mechanism is 
in agreement with that of Bethune and Waterhouse ( 29 ) who showed that 
adhesion llild local welding occurs where like metals fr et, and they sug-
gested that the initiation of fatigue cracks is associated with the 
local high strain fatigue at these welds , which leads to their rupture. 
Waterhouse and Taylor (35) said that fretting fatigue cracks 
were initiated at the boundary between slip and non-slip in the contact 
region, suggesting that if slip is ensured over all of the contact region, 
then crack initiation would be prevented . 
Hoeppner and Go ss (36) reviewed the mechanisms of fretting 
fatigue, observing that the major effect of fretting is to act to 
docrease the period required to initiate a crack . They also developed 
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their o'v.'11 model f or th e I I I ~ c h a n n j l l l l uf fr ett in g f a ti gue , which i s shown 
schematically i n Ftgur 2. 5. It sUEges t s th e co min g t ogether of 
asperi tie s und er normal load . which a re subsequ en t l y def orm ed and 
brok en , pr oducing dobris and eventually initiating f atigue crack s . It 
al so sugges t s that high strain fntieu e between asperiti es could be an 
important factor . Thi s model was proposed in conj unction with the 
idea of a 'fr etting fatigu e envelo pe ' i . e . an a r ea on the S - N curve 
out s ide which fr etting has no effect on fati gue life . Thi s is shown 
s chematically in Figure 2. 6 ,in which to the l eft of line A the removal 
of the fretting device r esults in no (or possibly l ess ) degradation 
of fatigu e life , and line B r epresents the t ermination of the fretting 
f a tigue experiment in either f a iJure , or a point in the t est at which 
it no l onger matters whether the fr etting device is conn ected or not . 
Thi s idea was further investigated by Wharton e t al (37), 
who proposed a 'fretting fati gue limit ', which is the number of fr etting 
cycles required to initiate a propagating f a.tigue crack. Hence , they 
were abl e t o determin e the minimum number of fretting cycl es which 
would ultimately r esult in failure , and c'ould calculate the number of 
fatigue cyclos required to actually propaga.t e the fatal crack to failure. 
From t.heir results they proposed a five-stage sequence of events in 
fretting fatigu e , viz:-
(1) Events preceding the nucleation of a crack. 
(2) Crack nucleation. 
( 3) Growth of a microcrack . 
(4) Growth of a macro crack. 
(5) Final failure. 
They suggested tha t the fretting, being a localized action on the 
surface nucleates a crack in the fir .:> t few thousand c c " c l e s , , in v.'hich 
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it grows ohliqu c; tu the ;; IlJ' fut.: G a:) it i;:; influellc ed by the alterna ting 
s tress pr odu cod by th e fr e ttine hc t-i. on. Then th e c rack passes ou t of 
the r e gion i nflu onced by fr ettin g un d so changes di r ection t o pr o pagate 
perpendicul a r t o the cyclic s t t e s ~ ~ n g . . through t o final f a ilure . The 
mechani sm s uggest ed earli er ( 35 ) on i nit ia tion from slip/non- slip boun-
dari es is adher ed t o her e and i s shown i n Figure 2 .7. 
However. thi s me chani sm was qu estioned by Alie et al (38, 39) 
following analysis of fr etting fati gue t es t s on an aluminium alloy. 
They stated that crack s initiate f i r s t from locations of hjghest local 
stress. and that these locations may indeed coincide with slip/non-slip 
boundaries in certain cases . Their experim ents showed that cracks 
which led to failure initiated at the boundary of fretted/un fretted 
r egions. and they presumed that thi s is really where the highest stresses 
and strains exist. Another notabl e observation from this work was thA 
smearing of metal in some places wi thin the fretted areas, ··suggesting 
large plastic s train s . 
From metallographic analy si s of fr etting fatigue test speci-
mens, Hoeppner and Go ss (40) concluded that large numbers of secondary 
cracks are produced in the frett ed areas. They state that the major 
effect of fretting is the production of surface damage which accelerates 
the initiation stage of fatigue, and they add that once cracks have 
been initiated, surface oxide debris produced by fretting is forced 
into them resulting in an apparent widen ing of the initial crack . 
By u sing optical microscopy and electrical resistance measure-
ments, Endo and Goto (41) investigat8d the initiation and propagation 
of fretting fatigu e cracks in a 0. 34% carbon steel . They were able to 
plot curves of crack depth ver su s number of fretting cycles during the 
fatigue tests, as shown in Figure 2.8. Thes e show two straight lines 
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( ( e t t o o l n ~ ~ tho lniLi tt Li ol! and p r u p a f f a t t o l ' ' : ; L i l l ~ ~ ' ' : : i.nte:rruptcd at kn ee 
point , alld t l l l 1 0 0 t it f ilial pe r jod 1)1' J 1fe . Oth or ana] ys i s showed that 
the fret ting fati guo damage wa s f;uturattld in th e fir s t 20 - 25% of 
t ot al life . It wu..., cl ea r from tIll s that the crack gr owth r a t e is 
much hi gher in th e i nitiation s tage , that i s , under the infl uence of 
fr etting . Other t es t s s howed that the depth a t which the direction 
of crack growth changed coincided \.lith the knee point of crack growth 
rate , and that thi s depth was greater i i the cyclic str ess or tangential 
f orce was higher . They concluded that the kn ee point was the maximum 
depth at which the tangen tial f orces of fr etting contribute to the 
propagation of the crack and that th is point also coincides with 20 -
25% of fatigu e life . 
Alic and Hawl ey ( 42) showed agreement with these results on 
early crack growth rates , in work on an aluminium alloy. They found 
that fretting fatigu e cracks grow mu ch faster , particularly in their 
early stages , than would be expected based on cyclic fatigue stresses 
and alloy characteristics alone . Two r easons wer e given for this 
observation , vi z : -
(1 ) The influences of the high stresses creat ed by fretting in the near 
surface region, and 
( 2) The general t endency of very short f a tigu e cracks to grow faster than 
long cracks under other\oJise comparable conditions . 
Alic and Hawley state that their cracks wer e of the type growing 
obliquely to the surface to a length of approximately l O ~ m , , as in 
(41), before changing to a direction perpendicular to the surface. In 
their fracture mechanic s anal ysis on this they suggest , however, that 
the fr etting can affect the crack gr owth to a depth in the range lOO;um -
1,000;um. Also similar r esults were obtai ned by the author et al (43) 
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on ::m age ha rd ened Al - II %Cu - 1 % ~ l g g Il l] oy , and are summ a rized in 
Figu r e 2 . 9 . In thi s caSt; th e f f ~ ~ t j f f g g fatigu e cracks gr ew a t an angl e 
of 45 degrees t o tho :JIIrfaco t o dopths of about 500?m bef or e changing 
dir ection , but thOll, amongs t other t es t variat ions , a much higher 
clamping pressure was u sed her e compar ed with the previous Horks (41, 
42 ). 
In a recent paper} Hoeppn er and Gates (44) r evj ewed s everal 
of the aspects o f fretting fatigue ment ioned sa far. They alno li sted 
several of the variables which, as with plain fretting, have a direct 
effect on the outcome of fretting fatigu e . They state that each occ-
ur.rerm of fr etting fatigu e must be dealt with as a separate problem 
ruld consideration mu s t be given to th e conditions operating each tim e . 
Therefore it i s important t o discuss fr etting fatigue in the light of 
thes e variabl e conditions. 
Effect of Variabl es on Fretting F a a i ~ . .
] ! n ' y i . ! : o ! ! m ~ n 1 · ·
The effect of the environment on the mechanism of fretting 
fatigue has always been qu estionabl e . Initially investigators were 
concerned with the effect of oxygen and the effect of water vapour . 
Fenner and Field (34) perform ed fr etting fatigue tests on 
an Al 4%Cu - l%Hg alloy t o study the effects of variation in environ-
ment . Using vacuum as a standard, the r esults showed that the presence 
of oxygen lowered the fretting fatigue strength. 
Endo and Goto (45) perform ed test s to see how environmental 
variations affected the frettin g f atigue of an Al - Zn - Mg alloy, and 
found that water vapour, not oxygen , influenced fretting fatigue crack 
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init.i:ltion . They ( ( b s s ~ r r e d d t llilL in hll rnid ;d r , the initiation phase 
o f cr :lck ing p p o c e l l d o d d 1,0 :l depth o f 2)0 - JOO,/Hn, wh er eas in dry a ir 
the iniUation pha so of cracking continu ed t o a depth of only I O O ~ ~ . .
Thi s w&s f ound t o be du e tn th o materia] bel ow the fr etted surface 
being soften ed to a depth of abo ut 400)-<-m in humid ai r, but r emainin g 
hard in dry air . Ferther research by the same workers showed the.t the 
so ft ening was cau sed by a decrease in t he concentration of tho alloying 
el ements near the fretting surface . No such decrease was found in the 
tests done in dry air and it was conclud ed that the decrease in conc en-
tration jn alloying element s in humid ai r was due to a r eaction between 
water vapeur and the freDhly croated surface , the mechanism of which 
was not clearly understood . 
Poon and Hoeppner ( 46 , 47) performed t ests on Al - Zn - Mg 
type alloys (707 5 - T6) to comparo the fretting fatigue performanc e jn 
laboratory air t o that in vacuum . 
Results of t hese tests showed that the specimens t es ted in 
vacuum had liveD 10 - 20 timeD longer than those in laboratory air. 
They concluded therefore , tha t the presence of a laboratory environment 
introducE:ls a chemcial factor into th e fretting fatigue process which 
plays a dominant role in r educing the fatigu e life of the alloy. The 
observed mechanism here is that. during fretting fatigue in a labor-
atory environm ent. corrosion pits are form ed on the fretted surface, 
which subsequently becom e packed with oxide debris. The debris cannot 
escape due to the contact pressure between the surfaces. Cracks 
were seen to initiate from the bottoms of these pits as the volume of 
debris increased and pushed the sides of the pit apart. In the tests 
done under vacuum ther e was no evidence of corrosion pits, and there-
fore it was concluded that crack initiation was due to some other 
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mechanism . HOH lJ Vl ' t' , U w :: I.; : : . ) ~ ~ u J J t: ; \-1<; /' (. in contra;;t t o t he r esult s 
from ti-iO car linr pflp "' r t; bv Ni cli i oka :lnd Hi rnb HJa (48 ) und Reeves 
and Hoeppner ( ~ ~ ) , , c;o ncL; r111n g work on s t eel s . Ni shioka and Hirakawa 
had shown that the maj o l' i ty of c r a c k ~ l l in a fr etted a r ea bo r e no r elation 
to the po sitioning of corrosi un pi t B and Ree ves and Hoeppn er had found 
that the mechani cal damage incurred during th e fr etting process was 
predominant over the chemical damage due t o oxid e formation . 
Hoeppner do es state later though ( 50 ) that , in some materials. 
for example . titanium alloys . the co rrosion product does play an impor-
tant rol e . whereas f or other materials such as low carbon steels, there 
is no strong dependence on corrosi on product . 
Temperature . 
-- •. - ---
A gr eat deal of wo r k has been don e on the effect of temper'-
ature on fretting wear . rather than on fretting fatigue , and this has 
been summarized by Ho eppner and Gates ( 50 ). However. as mentioned 
earlier (section 2. 2. 2) at high t emperature it is possible that the 
fretting wear product consi sts of a ' glaze ' oxide . which acts as a 
protective coating. 
Ccncerning fr etting fatigu e , work done by Hamdy and Waterhouse 
(51) on a nickel - based alloy showed that , in the temperature range 
280 0 _ 5400 C, fretting fatigu e strength was improved 130 per cent, 
restorine it to its room t e m m e r ~ t u u e e plain fatigue value. This imp-
rovement was found to be du e to a ' glaze ' oxide formation. However , 
later work ( 52) showed that this ' glazing ' property depends on the 
material, as t ests on th e alloy Ti - 6AI - 4V resulted in a lowering 
0 ' 0 
of fretting fatigu e strength in the t emperature range 200 - 600 C and 
no ' glaze ' formation was det ected . 
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2.4 . 3 E e l a ~ i y y _ A ~ p l i ~ u u e _ a r r d _ D l r r c ~ i i n n o f f §liP . 
In general f or lower values of slip , fretting fatigu e s trength 
decreases with increased r el ative slip amplitude . Thi s was fir s t 
shown by Fenner and Field (33) on an Al - 4%Cu - l%Mg alloy . However , 
there is a maximum slip amplitude above which no further r eduction in 
fretting fatigue strength occurs . Waterhouse (24 , p . 145 ) s tates that 
at zero mean stress , fretting f atigue damage increases as the amplitude 
of slip increases up t o a value of ~ ~m, above whi ch the damage is 
constant . However , with a mean cyclic stress the most damaging slip 
amplitude is in the range 9 ~ m m t o 14;um . Yeh and Sinclair ( 53) state 
that at a slip amplitude of 1 1 ~ m m the fatigu e stress required to initiate 
crack s is at a minimum , hence the material i s at its weakest stage . 
Above thi s value the cra ck initia tion increases because wear processes 
dominate at large slip amplitudes and frettin g cracks are quickly worn 
awa y. 
Nishioka and Hirakawa ( 54) developed a quantitative expression 
to descr i be t he relationship between slip amplitude and fretting fatigu e 
strength, vi z; 
6 fwl = 6 wI - 2 ~ p o o [ 1 - exp (- S/ K)] 
Where ; 
d fwl = the stress r equired to initiate a fatigue crack 
under fretting condition s , 
6 wI = the plain f a tigue strength , 
~ ~ the coeffi cient of fri ction , 
Po = th e contact pressure , 
S the slip amplitude , and 
K = a constRnt . 
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1 1 ( ) ) ~ c v e r , , i i ~ - ; ; 3 t a Lt ;u hy W:J t urhuu::() ( :'5 ), t h h ~ ~ cxpr es !:J i on 
irnpl ioG nn i n l T C)Q SC ill plain f ll i:,j l{u" ! : L r r n ~ t l i i will r e!3Ult in a n 
increane in f l, ., t ti ntt, f a t igu e: s t r ~ n n t t , , bu t thi s i s not always th e 
ca ::::e . 
The effe ct s of di r ection of ~ ' ' i p a ll fr etting fatigue were 
sho wn by C o l l i n ~ ~ and Tovey ( 55 ) using pre-fr etted fatigue t e s t s on 
4340 steel . They how d tha t spec im ens pre-fretted with a slip dir-
ect i on parallGl to the subsequent fatigue cycling exhibited a 76 per 
6 
cent reduction i n f a tigue strength aft er 10 cycles , wher eas spe cimen s 
pre-fretted perpendicular to the fatigu e stress were r educed in s trength 
hy only 41 per cent. Similar kinds of results are reviewed by Water-
hous e (24, p. 149) on an Al - 4%Cu alloy, and he s tates tha.t cracks 
form ed by frettin g perpendicular t o the cyclic stress are in a plane 
parallel to th8 stress and it is not until they 'curl ' r ound that they 
are propagated by the cyclic stress . 
2.4.4 Q y ~ l i c _ F r e g u ~ n ~ y . .
It was found by Endo et al ( 56 ) that, on a cart 'On steel , the 
fretting fatigue s trength decreas es at low fre(lUen cies . It is explained 
by Endo and Goto ( 57 ) that the damage due to fretting fatigu e i s par-
tially dependent on tangential stress, whi ch itself is depend ent on 
frequency beca.u se fretting friction is significantly affected by the 
oxidation of the contact surfaces . They go on to say that when the 
frequency is lower , the tangential force increases more rapidly, reach-
ing a maximum value in fewer cycl es , hence crack initiation is earlier, 
thus lowering the fretting fatigue strength. 
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2.4. 5 
2.4.6 
Q o ~ t ~ c ~ ~ f r ~ 8 ~ u u e ~ ~
Chan ges in contact pr essure i n fr tting f a tigue only have 
a noticeabl e effe ct bel ow a certain saturation valu e . Waterhous e (24, 
p.l]7) states that fretting fati gue s trength fall s rapidly as contact 
pressure is increas ed , up to a valu e of 70MPa, above which the s trength 
r emains more or l es s constant. 
Nishioka and Hirakawa (58) r eported that fretting fatigue 
strength based on the initiation of cracks decreases linearly with 
increasing contact pressure , stating no limit. However, they also 
reported that the fretting fatigue s trength based on fracture decreased 
gradually with increasing contact preRsure up to a value of 20HPa, 
above whi ch the strengt.h remained. constant . 
The e f f e ~ t t of contact pre ssure also varies in relation to 
the material. Goss and Hoeppn er (59) showed that variable contact 
pressure was a major factor in fretting fatigue tests on a Ti - 6AI - 4V 
alloy, but had little effect on similar tests on the 7075 - T6 alumin-
ium alloy. This diff€rence .in behaviour was rationalized on the basis 
of the role of microstructure and microscopic toughness during the 
fretting process . 
M e £ h ~ n i c ~ I _ S ~ a ~ e _ o f f ~ h ~ ~ Q O B t ~ c ~ ~ g _ S ~ r f a £ e ~ . .
Again the mechanical state of the contacting surfaces rep-
resents the hardness and the state of stress of the material surfaces . 
The effect of hardness on fretting f a t i g ~ e e involves several 
additional considerations. For example , is the a ctual fatigue specimen 
harder than the fretting pad or vice versa? How is the difference in 
hardness achieved? By heat treatm ent , work hardening or a combination 
of materials with diff'3r ent. hardness es? 
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Con s idering the fir s t qu es tion , . Ni :::; hioka and Hiraka wa ( 58 ) 
found that an increase in hardness of tho fatigu e specimen did not 
sign ificantly affect th e fr ett ing fatigue strength except when large 
differences were involved. It wa s explain ed that at high hardness 
difforences , the det ermining f ac t or was wear resistance . 
Waterhouse (24 , p.151), using aluminium alloy pads on mild 
steel, showed that the fr etting f a tigu e strength was reduced a s the 
hardness of the pad was increased. as Qhown in Figure 2.10 . Similar 
kinds of results were found on a titanium alloy by Liu et al (60) 
using a sel ection of different material s for the fretting pads. 
Adhesion was found to be a major f actor here because with certain com-
binations of materials very strong adhesion can develop. Waterhouse 
(24, p.154) also shows that using similar materials of differing hard-
ness due to work hardening. produces contrasting re sults as shown in 
Figure 2.11. This effect i s explained again by the fact that adhesion 
decreased with increaSing hardness. 
Another consideration that has to be made is the effect of 
fretting fatigue on the hardness . especially when any increase .in 
hardness is due to work hardening or heat treatment. Waterhouse (24. 
p.154) states that where fretting is involved, work hard ening does not 
necessarily improve fretting fatigue str ength because it is a meta-
stable state. Similarly for the case of a heat treated Al - 4%Cu alloy, 
he states that a higher fretting fatigue strength is found for the 
annealed form than for the age hard ened form. 
The effect of the state of stress of the material surface 
on fretting fatigue involves either r esidual stress in the surface or 
a mean stress applied during fat igu ' cycling. 
A slight variation on th latter point was reported by Collins 
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and Marco (61 ), wh '..) pr<..: - fr c Ltnd a : , ) ( ( l ' ' c ~ ; ; of : , , p ( j c l r n n ~ n n . o f 4340 s t eel 
whil o under axial cO lllpr os sjOTl , Lmd Iln oth e r :; eri es o f s pecimens wh ile 
und er t en s ile l Ol:l rJ , ilL'; shown sch omatically in Figu r e 2 . 12. The specim ens 
wer e then te ::; t eu in f l:ltigu and i t was f uunrl tha t the specimens pre-
fr etted under compressi oll \V er e weak l:.)l' in subsequ ent f a tigu e than tho se 
specimen s that wer e pre- fretted under t ns,ion. Th e explanation i s 
al so shown in Figure 2 . 1 2, in tha t for the compressed specimens, during 
fretting, crack s are initiated, which after the r emoval of th e comp-
ressive load are l eft with a l ocal t ensil e s tress at their tjP. thus 
leading to easy propagation during fatigu e cy.cling. The reverse i s 
true for the t ensile loaded specim ens . 
Ni shioka and HiraJcawa (62) s tated that the influence of a 
residual stress on ordinary fatigu e s trength is, in principle, similar 
to that of an externally applied s t a tic stress. thus a residual stress 
may also be regarded as a mean s tress in the case of fretting fatigu e . 
Their results showed that the fretting fatigu e strength with respect 
to fracture was decreased by a t en s ile mean stress , but increased by 
a compressive mean stres s. They stated that this is the same trend as 
in plain fatigue. i.e. crack propagation is affected by mean stress but 
initintion is not, thus they said that the fretting fatigue strength 
based on crack initiation is unaffected by mean s t r e s ~ . .
Kantimathi and Alic (6J) performed fretting fatigue tests 
on an aluminium alloy during which t ensile overloads or compressive 
underloads were applied. It wa s found that for low fatigue s t r e ~ s e s . .
thp. t ensile overloads significantly impro ved the fretting fatigue life . 
whereas compressive overloads showed no great effect. This was exp-
lained by the property of ] ong crack retardation during the tensile 
overload. However. it was not po ss ibl e to assess whether or not crack 
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2. 4.7 
2.5 
2.5.1 
r et a r dll tion t ook p11lce O l ! th e :..; hnrte l' cra ck:..; P1'ocuced by fr etting . 
§.u£fQ:c,g Ii!2,i.::h..!. 
In plain fatigl Je 1:1 r ough s urfac e i s gener ally a weake r 
sUl'facA du e to a high proportion of s tress conc entrationn . However , 
in fr etting fatigu e al1 extra s tress conc entration is 'provided ' by 
the fretting, thus the del et erious effect of a rough surface is dim-
inished. In fact in the me chanism of fretting fatigue proposed by 
Hoeppner and Goss (36), a rougher surface would perhaps be beneficial 
by 'absorbing ' som e of the tangential f orce as suggested by \Vaterhous e 
(24, p.122) d u r i n ~ ~ plain fatigue . 
It has been shown that f retting and fretting fatigue al'e 
dependent on many variabl es , and that many of the variables themselves 
are affected by each other, thu s it is impossible to isolate each one. 
It must therefore be emphasi sed that each fr etting fatigue occur-rence 
must be treated a s a s e p a r ~ ~ e e probl em. 
One thjng which is undoubtedly cl ear is that fr etting and 
fretting fatigue are a major engineering problem, and much effort has 
been made towards preventing and eliminating them. 
Prevention of Fretting and Fretting F a t i g ~ . .
T h e o c c u ; r e r r ~ ~ f f fretting and fretting fatigue requires con-
tacting surfaces, therefore prevention by design must avoid, if possible, 
the contact of surfaces whi ch are likely to undergo some relative move-
ment or vibration. When thjs is not possible ,a stress relieving 
facility must be employed, such ~ s s grooves or recesses situated in 
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2. 5. 2 
2.5.3 
posi t ions o f h i ~ h h Dtress cnn centru Lt on , f or e xampl e , at the edge o f 
contactin g ar -'Ci;' . Bo wer ., c t al ( 6L1 ) f ound that the configur ation shown 
in Figure 2 . 1 3 devel oped a much better 1'r tting fatigu e strength than 
one with D plane surfac • 
It has been stated earli er that certain materials are more 
susceptible to fr etting tlnd fr ettin g f a tigue damage than others , and 
that certain combinatieJrE of materials do not produce good fretting 
f a.tigue re sults . Ther ef or e a suitable choice of materials is an imp-
ortant. de sign factor . 
1 u E r i c ~ t i o ! ! . . .
The USe of greases and liquid l u b r i c ~ ~ t s s has only met with 
limi t ed success . Impr ovements in fretting fatigue s trength he.ve r eached 
values of only a f ew per cent , basically becau se the lubricant is 
squeezed out from between th e con t acting surfaces soon after the onset 
of cyclic motion. Solid l ubricants such as molybdenum disulphide and 
graphite ha ve proved more beneficial , creating improvements of up to 
20% in fr etting fatigue s trength. 
Wa t erhouse and All ery (65) s howed that the use of a combin-
ation of solid lubricant powd ers and gr ease did not improve the fretting 
fatigue strength of s teel t o an y significant degree , and in some cases 
the solid powders caused an increase i n adhesion between the two sur-
faces by facilitating the r emoval of the original oxide layer. 
£a£rif1cia1 I I e e ~ t ~ . .
The applica tion of soft material sacrificial inserts between 
contacting surfaces is quite common in some industrial processes, for 
example, polythene insert s in automobile leaf springs . The purpose of 
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2.5.4 
the in :.::erts i s t o t ot ally 8epllnl t o t·l1l' co ntac t i ng surfaces . Bower s et 
al ( 64) showed the. t in s ert s of 75 jA-rn thi ck sheet s o f t eryl ene produced 
significant. improvement. s in the fr ,t t in g fat.igu e st r ength of alurninium 
alloys . 
The disadvantages invol ved with this method are that the 
im:erts must be replaced periodically and that they can only be used 
on surfaces of simple geometry. 
~ u £ f ~ c ~ ~ Q o ~ t l n ~ . .
Non-metallic coatings , such 8S P.T.F.E. (Teflon), have had 
limited success under low conta ct pressures ( rv 7MPa), but under high 
contact pressure s the coatin g is soon worn away. 
Metallic coatin gs are of two types : electrodeposited and 
metal sprayed. Generally the per formance of either type in improv:i.ng 
fretting fatigue s trength is dependent on such factors as thickness, 
hardness, internal s tre ss and internal integrity of the coating. 
Waterhouse et al (66) showed significant improvements 
in the fr etting fatigue strength of mild s teel using electrodeposited 
coatings of s i l v ~ r r and copper. Similarly, Jones and Lee (67) found 
that electrodeposited nickel with a compressive internal stress produced 
improvements in the fretting fatigue strength of mild steel of up to 
58.5 per cent. 
In the case of metal sprayed coatings, for example, Al - l%Zn 
coatinBs, it has been found that the wear rate is r educed, but because 
these coatings contain many flaws and surface cracks, which soon prop-
agate into the base metal, no r eal improvem ent in fatigu e strength is 
obtained. However, molybdenum sprayed coatings have given better results 
in improving fr etting fatigu e strength (68). 
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2. 5. 5 ~ e £ h ~ n n c Q 1 1 S Q r r a a e _ T T c Q t t G Q t t · ·
Mechanical methods ure now employod t o prortu ce n r esidual 
compress ive stress in t he surface of co mponent s which will und ergo 
fati guo or fretting f atigue . The two most common methods are sho t 
peening and surface r oll in g. 
Shot peening forms a ma j or part of the present work and will 
therefore be discussed in Chapter Three . Su rface rolling is a process 
which produces similar r esults to sho t peening, 1. e . r esidual compressive 
s tress and work hardening in the surface , but it in more expensive . It 
is us ed when extra depth "Of the compressive stress is r equired. Fretting 
fatigue tests done by Sachs and Horger (69) showed that on surface rolled 
specimens , the del et eriou G effect of fretting on fatigue is almo s t com-
pletely removed. 
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3.1 
3.1.1 
C II f>. P T 1': n T H Ii I ~ ~ E 
SHOT P E K K l n j G G
Shot peening i s a cold- wor kin g process performed und er 
highly controlled conditions in which the metal component being treated 
is bombarded by a stream of hard rounded media or 'shot'. 'l.'his bomb-
ardment i s performed with sufficient velocity so that the shot indents 
the metal surface. The indentations r esult from the plastic yielding 
of the impacted metal, which in effec t 'seeks' to expand. However, 
the underlying material deforms ela s tically and then recovers and the 
surface layers are thu s re sidually s tressed in compress ion. 
In order to maintain equi librium, however, this c o m p r e s s i i ~ ~
stress must be balanced , and this r esults in a tensile ntress within 
the material immediately below the compressed layer, as shown in Figure 
3.1. 
Characteristics of Shot Peening. 
1 Y . 2 e ~ ~ Q f _ E g u i p ! e Q t _ a n d _ S b o ~ ~ M a 1 e £ i ~ 1 ~ . .
Whinney (70) briefly describes the main aspects of shot 
peening in industry. 'l'he equipment used is mainly of two types, Le., 
(1) the Airlcs s or Wheel Blast system, and 
(2) the Airblast system. 
In the Airless or Wheel Blast system, the metallic shot is 
propelled by a high speed rotating wheel against the part being peened. 
The main advantageo of this method are constant shot velocity and 
suitability for use in the production indus try due to a high rate of 
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shot flo VJ , whi ch can be a. hi e vcd v r y economicall y. 
The Ai r bl a",t yot cm has t wo availabl e processes ; a di r ect 
pres.-ure met hod i s the most effici nt , producing tl higher shot vel ocity, 
and it i :=; t he only proce ss with th e capabil i t y of peening into deep 
holes . I n thi s met hod th s hot i s conta in ed in a pr es sure vessel and 
i s all oHed t o fall, under gravjty, i nto a. compr essed ai r blast line . 
A method descr ibed by Montemarano and Wel ls (71 ) call ed 
'rota ry bru sh peeni ng' i s adaptable a s a portabl e , manual or automatic 
method of controll ed shot peening. The sho t i s uniformly distributed 
and bonded t o nylon cl oth fl aps mount ed on a rigid hub. The hub can 
be fixed on t o any conventional hand grinder and rotated at speed so 
that the peenin g t akes place as the shot hit s the work piece. In 
effect. each nylon fl ap act s as a mi niature peen hammer, controll ed 
by the grinding machine . The impact f orce i s dependent on the type 
of shot, brush di amet er and r otational speed. 
The mat erial mo s t widel y used f or shot is cast-steel, alth-
ough cast iron i s sometimes u sed fo r economy, despite being l es s 
efficient. Glass beads are used when the operation is predominantly 
for surface cleaning. although where specimen sections are thin or 
iron conta1Uination is strictly p r o h i b ~ t e d , , glass beads are preferred. 
More unusual materiais have included walnut shells, ceramic media ruld 
even ball bearings in certain applications. 
3.1.2 § h £ t _ P P e l l i l l & - C £ n ! r £ l _ a g d _ _ ~ ~ ~ u u e ~ e l l t . .
Alm en (72) des cribes t he (hi s ) standard procedure for the 
control and measurement of shot peeni ng. Simply it consists of a 
standard s t eel s tri p. rigidl y bolted t o a heavy hardened steel ba::le. 
as shown in Figure 3. 2 . The s t.ri p j s then peened on its exposed side 
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only . \';h ml ~ ~ u u n n qll entl y r ewovod ['l'oln i t ~ : : bll s -' . i t i s f ound that th e 
compressi vo 8 t t c ~ 8 8 induced by t hA peenin g r e e u ] ] s s in a convex curvatu r e 
of th e s tr ip 011 its peened :, id o. 'flli s curvatu r e , gE,ner a11y called 
the 'arc height '. i s measu r ed by mi cr ometer , and its value is a 
measure of the shot p e e n i i ~ ~ inten s ity. 
Originally, two thickn esses of strip were standardized to 
meet the r equirements o f light and s ever e peening. These were desig-
nated A and C, being 1.33mm and 2. 38mm r espectively in t h ~ c k n e s s s as 
shown in Figure 3. 3. Baldauf (1 ) s tates that the additioDal strip, 
designated N, has also been standardized and has a thickness of 0. ,79mm, 
but is seldom used. The l ength and width of the strips are always 
the same, being 76mm and 19mm respectively. 
Arc height. values of peening intensity are always stated aR 
a range to allow for tolerances in the operfl.tion . Baldauf (1) giveR 
a tyoicaJ specificat.ion of arc height (commonly given .in inches) as 
0.018" - 0.022" (0.46 - 0.56mm) on an A strip . If a reading on an 
A strip is less than 0.004" (O. lmm ) then an N strip should be us ed , 
which would give a reading of about three times that of the AstriD. 
If the range is above 0.02211 (0.56mm) on an A strip, then a C strip 
is used, giving vaJ.ues of about 0.3 times that of the A strip. 
The use of the Almen strip provides a degree of quanti t'l.tive 
control for shot peening, but further specifications are reqUired 
for precise quality control. 
§ h Q t _ P ~ e n i n g _ S £ e £ i f i £ a i i Q n ~ . .
Q o ~ e I a g e ~ ~ The uniformity; magnitude and depth of the stressed layer 
produced by shot peening is known as coverage. The most common cover-
age specification is 98 per cent. which according to Baldauf. 15 terally 
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mean s that 98 per cent of th e metal sllrfac e mu st be cover ed by sho t 
cra t er s or ' dimpl es '. I n effeet , till s n8co:Jsi tates tha.t the metal 
part r emain s in th e bl as t ze ne l ong enough t o acquire Q uniform com-
pressive r es idual stress , other wi su t he par t could s till f ail prem-
a turely in servi c.:e . 
Coverage i s fr equently only ch ecked by vi sual examination , 
but a 'rule of t humb' has been adopted by industry (73); an intial 
fltrip if; pRened under prevailing condi tions and the arc height 1,S 
mea sured. A se cond strip i s then peened under the same conditiops, 
except that the exposur e time is doubled, and then the arc height. if; 
measured. If the second r eading is less than 10 per cent great er than 
the first r eading , as in Figure 3.4, then 98 per cen t coverage i ~ ~
assumed on the first strip . 
Modern methods , however , have been developed to aid visual 
examination of the actual peened component (73). Liquids, which when 
dry form an elastic film, are appli ed to the component to be pe ened . 
This film requires break up by the peening, for r emoval from the sur-
face. Thus after peening, the part i s examined for film remaining, 
the amount of which :i.s calibra t ed t o percentage coverage on predet er-
mined standards. 
(ii) 2 h £ t _ s i z ~ ~ ~ n £ £ Q u ~ l i t y : : In gen eral the shot s ize sel ected is the 
maximum size that will not damage the part to be peened. This, then 
i s dependent on s ection thickn ess, surface i rregularities, fillet size , 
abrasion nesiren and the mann er o f eventual loading of the part. 
Baldauf (1) states that although shot size is often determinen by 
experimental work, certain 'rules of thumb ' are s till used in industry . 
Typical shot sizes ,us ed on A str ip int.ensity, range from 0.5 - 1.0mm. 
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Tn oi S C C l s ~ ~ i n g g ~ ) h ( ) i . , , LJlw l i Ly . A 1 rtJc ,n (7 2) s tu t es that :.:; ix 
fac t or s a r e j_lllportunt . name] y; : ~ i i I',e r angf) . ~ h o t t hardn ess . impact 
fatigue streng Lh . s h a ~ ~ , s s u u d n e ~ s s and muss . In general the shot 
shoul d be as hard as or haru8r than t he work piece . ot.he rwis e t.he 
shot will l o o o e e ener gy due to def ormation . Th e impact fa tigue 
st.r ength of comm ercial shot i s quite ]OH . t.hu s , the rate of fracture 
is high . Thi s emphafl i?8s then , the need for effici ent separaUon 
equipment to maintain acceptabl e grades in the shape of shot, as shown 
in Figure 3.5. Badl y s haped media produces harmful surface effect s 
and also affects the uniformity (I f peening. Soundness of shot i s 
important in that hollow sho t, which is quite common, will fracture 
more easily] eading t o early elimination from the process . The mass 
of the shot is obviously depend ent on the shot. material which ha s 
been discussed earlier. 
(iii) . § h 2 . t _ V ~ l 2 . c . i t y : : Alm en (72) s t at es that s hot velocity is dependent on 
shot size, hardness , mass and the direct.ion of the shot's path r elative 
to the work piece . Concerning the direct.ion of the shot's path it has 
been found that the energy of the shot that is absorbed by the work 
varies apnroximately with the sine of the angle between the plane of 
the work and shot direction. This means that any change in the direc-
tion, for example du e to work piece shape variations, reqUires a chB.nge 
in the shot velocity, to maintain uniformity of peening. 
3.2 Effect of Shot Peening on Fatigue , Fretting Fatigue and Fretting. 
3.2.1 El,!!in Ea,!:ig.!!o.:.. 
It i s well established that the shot peening of surfaces of 
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metals impr ove::; the l'aUgllt) 1 j r r ~ . . III l'1t (:!. li e prilflary u se o f ~ ~ h o t t
peell i ng in i.ndu stry j,:, f or -Lll i:: p l l l l p O ~ ; ; ' . . ciJ L I I ( ( u ~ ~ h h it is used a] so to 
prevent s t r S8 C O l ' ' o ~ ~ i o n n c:rack-Lng of mu tal port s . 
As pointed ou t by Alllilln ('11, ) . the surf aces of s tructural 
mat er ials are much weak r j n faU BI I C) than are uubsurfa ce mat erials . 
He also explain s the two theori es ad t o ~ ~ h y y shot peenin g does improve 
fati gue li fe , v:iz :-
(i) The compre ssive r es i dual ' tres s i nduced by shot peening inhibit s 
fatigu e fractures ' becau se t hey can onl y develop from tensile stresses . 
(ii) Shot peening Rtrengthens the surfac e layer by work hardening. 
Stul en et al (7 5), s t a t ed that ther e a r e differences in 
opinion as t o why sho t pe ning is capable of improving fatigu e prop-
erties, i . e ., i s the r esi dual compr essiv e s tress the major factor? 
They r eported al so tha t va r iation s in peenin g conditions could affect 
the final fatigu e improvement s obtain ed. 
Viglione (76) stated t hat t he improvements due to shot peenin g 
varied with the type of f a tigu e cyclin g. He s tated that shot peening 
improves the fatigu e strength i n bendin g or t orsion, where the stress is 
at a maximum at the surface o f a part subj ected to axial loading. 
Coombs et al (77) showed that the r esidual compressive stress 
produced in the surface by shot peening has the effect of increa s in g the 
intrinsic fatigue strength of th e surface . They went on to investigate 
the effects of the differ ent char act eri s tics of shot peening i. e . , shot 
velocity, energy and size , on the i mprovement in fatigue strength s howin g 
that each condition exhibi t ed a satura tion or optimum valUe. Al so, by a 
process of material r emoval from th peened surface prior to fatigu e t esting 
they were able to investigate the dep th of greatest effect of shot peen-
ing and how this varied with peenin g conditions . Results shewed that no 
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found on ~ ; ; u u i l l l e n ~ ~ 'Iith 0 . 00/, - U. O(J ,/ 1.lI c l ]():> ( 0 . 1 - O. 18mm) r eJn o ve d 
from the surfa c e b'y poli shing , 1 . . l . ~ 3 3 ~ l l n w n n i n Figure 3. 6 , for variati ons in 
t o t al en e rgy o f .,hot peening . 
These l' _suI ts s howed that the rn axi mum improvem nt in fatigu e 
life produced by shot peelling i s obtain e d basically wh en the surface is 
machin ed or ' smoothed ' afte r peening , a s s hown in Figure 3 .7. Anothe r major 
observation from thi s paper was th _ surface damage caused by peening . It 
was found that softer materials could b e ' overpeened ' leading to surface 
damage and cracking which can form initia tion points for fatigue cracks . 
Arnold (78) s tates that the compressively stressed surface 
on a peened part is highJy effective in preventing premature failur 
durinst fatlgu e . This i8 becau se the compressive streose s r educ e th 
fibre stresses under load, and block the formation of fatigue crack s . 
He also points out that a compon ent , o f which the su rface has been 
damaged prior to peening , does no t have this impaired surface r emo ved 
by the peening , but the process does compensa t e for the damag _ by 
improving surface qua.llty . The su rface defe cts still exist , but are 
' eubmerged ' in a compressi v e laye r 250)ATn - 750.rm in depth . 
Graf and Ve rpoort (79 ) stated that in precipitation hard en ed 
alloys , slip bands can act as preferred initiation s i t ~ s s for f tigu e 
cracks. They showed that. during fatigue cycling , high slip steps are 
formed due to the inhomogen eou s di s tribution of plastic deformation , 
which is determined by the interac:tion of moving dislocations with 
preCipitate particl es . It wa s then es tablished that by homogenising 
t.he distribution of plastic defo rmation , i.e . by shot peening, a very 
fine slip distribution , and thu s , 10\. slip steps, was produced. The re-
fore the probability of producin g a s lip step of critical-height to 
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ini tia t e a fati gue c ruck b T'cli llc(xl . They a1 :;o r ecogni sed t he 
furth er advantaf. (-) :J o f Gha t peenIn g fo r improving fatigu e ] ife , i. e . 
a local increuse in yi eld ~ t t O : J 8 8 and r es idual s tress in the surface 
layers . 
Morgp:n and Brine ( 80 ) investigat. ed the use of shot peeni.nC"7 
as a means of preventin g the severe loss in f atigue s trength in al11l"1in -
ium allo y L. 65 when plated with chromium. Th ey found that chromium 
pIa ting 'm er el y converts a plain t est - piece into a notched one ', du e 
to different levels of internal stress between the coating and substrate , 
or the fa ct that cracks in the chromium plate propagate into the alumin-
ium base metal . A compress ively s tressed layer induced into the sub-
strate by shot peening was found to n eu tralize the t ensil e stress 
concentration at the r oo t of the cra ck thus enabling the aluminium to 
sustain a higher applied s tress without failure. As a re sult, the 
60 per cent r eduction in fatigue strength of the aluminium alloy due 
to the platin g was completely bl iminated. 
A further r elated paper by Morgan and Mayhew (81) showed 
that shot peening had a simila r effect on chromium plated titanium 
alloys. Two further observation s made here concerning shot peening 
were; that overpeenin g could produce fatigue damage and also ma sk 
flaws such as fin e cracks , thus pointing out that shot peening has 
to be carefully controlled ; and that shot peening followed by heat 
treatm ent leads to some r elief of the residual stress. Residual 
stress of surfaces also undergoes some r elief or 'fading' due to fat-
igue cycling. Thu s not onl y does residual surface stress affect 
fatigue, but also fatigue affects residual stress . 
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3. 2. 2 
Inv r!G U gat-ions ( 32 ) lritG t ll () e t'U;d. of surface r esidual 
..,tresses on f atiguo l ife shnw()d r:ornp r·e:.;s i ve r esidual stresses improve 
fati gu E: life , but t e n ~ i i e e r esiduul stre:'ses are detrim ental. Th e 
s t abilj ty of th e r e idu ·:I.l str ess du r ing f ati gue cycling was also con -
sider ed and it was f ound that r esidual s tresses hardl y change when 
fatigu e loading is near the f atigue limit , but, r elaxation or 'fading ' 
was noticed at cycling stresses above the fatigue limit . However in 
these tests the r esidual s tresses were s imulated by mean stresses 
which were assumed to be analogous . It was also found that so ft er 
materials wer e more suscept.ible to thi s fading. 
By using the x - r ~ y y diffractometer technique for surface 
residual stress measurem ent , Esquiv el and Evans (83) investigated 
this stress relaxation. They found that fatigue cycling did reduce 
the residual compressive s tress induced by shot peening, and that this 
fading was directly r elat ed · t o the r es jdual stress/depth profile, 
concluding that a large stress gradient was m?re susceptible to relax-
ation . This relaxation , they f ound; occurred early in the fatigue 
cycling process , after about 2 . 8 x 104 cycles. However, they did 
state that the precise mechanism f or this phenomenon was not fully 
clear . 
Bogg& and Byrne (84) i nv es tigated the residual stress 
relaxation due t.o fatigu e in two n i c k e l - ~ o b a l t t alloys using the 
x-ray d i f f r a c t o m e e e ~ ~ method . They found that fading of stress was 
a function of cycling, stating that the greatest relaxation was pro-
duced in the first 100 cycl es . They also found that the work hardened 
layer produced by shot peening was not affected by the cycling . They 
concluded that residual stress fading due to fatigue was a dynamic 
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3.2.3 
r eco very proce s s . Th ey nnt ed t llDt ill Jo y ::, wi t h a hi gh s t a ckin g f ault 
ener gy, Clnd wh ich t hor ef c're und ; I ' ' ~ 0 0 oll ui. e r d i ~ l o o a t i o n n movement, are 
more susceptible t o this fadin g. 
Leverant et al (85 ) cond ucted te s t s to mea sure r esi dual 
s tress r elaxation on t he allo y Ti - 6Al - 4V, at roo m and elevated 
temper atures . It was found that the r e s idual stress decayed at all 
ranges of t emperature , and that thi s decay was directly attributable 
to fatigu e cJ-cl i ng. Further, t es t s done with imposed rn ean s tresses , 
also showed residual s tress relaxation, but in the case of the comp-
ressive mean stress , the r elaxation was much more sever8. From this 
it waR concluded that the compressive mean s tress superimposed on 
the r esidual compress ive stress re sulted in a total surface stress 
that exceeded the yleld s t.ress , thu s providing the plastic deformation 
r equired for cyclic s h a k e d o ~ ~ . .
A consequence of fading is pointed out by Fuchs (86), who 
states that the oft en quoted analogy between mean stress and residual 
stress must be viewed with caution as , when fatigue t ests are pe rformed , 
particularly at cyclic stre sses above the yield stress, the residual 
stress may disappear or be redistributed, whereas a mean stress will 
persist throughout the test. 
K r ~ t . : ! ! i ! ! ~ a ! ! d _ F . ! . : e . : ! ! t . 1 n g . : . . . F . £ £t1€ill e . 
Only a limited amount of work has been reported on the 
effect of shot peening on fr etting and fretting fat'igue compared to 
the effect on plain fatigue. 
Liu et al (60) found in t ests on a titanium alloy, that 
shot peening improved the fretting fatigu e str ength because the process 
cold worked the surface, rai s in g the str ess needed to initiate and 
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propagat e cracks . 
Bo we L's et. al (6,4) f our:d , u::i tl g fIn al uminium allo y, that 
shot peening vas t] y Jmproved the fr - tting f a tigue s trength. They 
s tated that th e fatigu o damage produced by th e rubbing of the specim en 
again s t a fretting pad \-JOuld not propagat e as l ong as the stress 
r ema in ed c o m p p e s s i i e . . Metall ogr aphic examinat i on showed e e i d e n n e e of 
cracks in the fretted r egion whj ch had not propagat ed and failure 
often oceurredaway from th e frettin g pad, indicating that the shot 
peening had at least rai sed the fr etting fatigu e strength up to the 
plain fatigu e strength. They explained that this effect was du e to 
the inability of the cracks to pen etra t e the subsurface layer of 
compressive stress . Further they did state that the surface damage 
caused by peening r esults in a l ower fatigue s trength for the as-
peened state when compared with that of the peened and polished state. 
In tests on steels, Waterhou se and Saunders (87) found that 
shot peening improved the fretting fatigue strength of an austenitic 
stainless steel by almost 100% , wher eas similar tests on a mild steel 
showed an improvement of only 22% . In both cases this improvement 
resulted in fretting fatigu e str engths equivalent to or higher than 
the plain fatigu e strength \-Ji thout peening- The greater degree of 
improvement on the stainless st eel was said to be due to the high 
ductility and work hardenabili ty of these steels , allowiug a greater 
and deeper compressively stressed and Hark hardened layer, than in 
the mild steel. A further point made here was that a polished peened 
surface produces better fatigu e r esults, as a peened surface contains 
many stress raisers. 
A fretted surfaco under go ing fatigu e is often said to be 
analogous to a not ched specirn en ( 24, p .1 35 ) under similar circumstances . 
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Ind eed , fr etting h a ~ ; ; al :1o b b ~ d l l c..:orr.pa r(;d t o ~ ~ L ( ( G S S S corrosj.on ( 64) . 
Fu chs ( 88 ) shows schorn ·'tic;alJ. y how it crack from I:! notch is a rres t ed 
by a compressive r es idw.l.l s trcs:3 , a s s ho wn i n Figure 3.8. This empha-
s i zes that a crack will not propagnte as long as a compressive s tres s 
acts on it . I n a lat I' paper ( 86 ) he s tates that all crack-prone ",ur-
faces can have their fa t.igu e str engths r aised to tha t of smooth surfac s 
if a compressive r esidual stres s is i nduced . 
In the case of stress corrosi on or corro sion fatigue, it 
was concluded by Baxa et al ( 89) that the residual compressive stress 
produced by peening r esulted in a decrea se in e&rly (micro) fatigu e 
crack propagation rates . 
From this review of the literature in plain fatigu 6 str ength 
improvement by shot peening it can be said with ('onfidence that the 
major factor is the compr essive r es idu&l s tress as oppo sed to the 
~ o r k k hardening effect . The position with fretting fatigu e is not so 
clear: with frettin g a wear phenomenon is involved and as hardness 
has a direct influ ence on wear , the work hardening effect produc ed by 
shot peening may play an important role . 
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C H A P T E R F' 0 [) f{ 
EXPERIMENTAL P R O C C D U R ~ ~
The outline of the experim ntd per fo rm ed in thi s work is 
shown in Figure 4. 1 . Basically the plan con sists of three sections . 
namel y: the mechanical t es ting: surface anal ysis : and post t es ting 
procedures . 
4. 1 Materials and Treatments . 
The material used throughout this work wa s an aluminium based 
alloy, Al - 4%Cu - l%Mg. of which the exact composition i s shown in 
Table 4.1. 
4.1.1 Heat Treatment. 
--------
This alloy . as mentioned previously. is an age hardenable 
alloy and as such was t ested in three different heat treat ed form s as 
described in Table 4.2. 
The mechanical properties of these three aging conditions 
are shown in Table 4.3. The treatments were selected to show the 
behaviour of the hardest. 'm edium ' and so ft est form of the alloy . Heat 
treatment was carried out in an air-circulation furnace after final 
specimen machining. 
Surface Treatment. 
---------
In thi s work three types of surface treatment have been inves-
tigated, viz; 
(i) Unpeened - after heat treat ment t he specimen gauge lengths were poli s hed 
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lls ing suceessivcly fi ll cr grade s il.i cun carbide }Jap'eTs , using water 
as lubri cant, with a final polish of 00 grade emery paper . 
( ii ) S h o ~ ~ peened ( smo o th) - after heat t t ~ a a m e n t t the specimen gauge lengths 
wer e shot peened . Aft er peening trl f) r ough dimpl ed surface was r emoved 
by polishing a s abo ve t o a fini sh of 00 em ry paper . It was ensured 
that poli shing wa s taken no further than the base of the surface di mpleo . 
(iii) Shot peened (rough ) - after heat treatm ent th e specim en gauge l ength s 
wer e shot peened, and the rough dimpl ed surface was not treated further. 
4.2 
4.2.1 
All th e polishing was don e slowly by hand to ensure that there 
were no increases in t omper ature and that the surface properties wer e 
unaffected by the poli shing. 
The shot peening intensity was determined on a type A Alm en 
test strip. The archeJ ght was in the range 0.012 - 0.016 A. The ave-
rage shot size used was 0.84mm. 
Plain Fatigue and Fretting Fatigue Test s . 
The design of the specimens used for the plain fatigue and 
fretting fatigue tests is shown in Figure 4.2. ERsentially the speci-
mens were 35.5cm long and 9.5mm in diameter with two machined flats 
(gauge length) in the centre. The flats were 28.5mm long and 6.35mm 
apart, with a 50mm radius machined at the end to reduce any stress 
concentration due to a sudden change in cross sectional area. The pos-
itioning of the flats ensured that they were within the constant bending 
moment region of the fatigu e machine. 
The fretting bridges are shown schematically in F i ~ r e e 4.3 (a ). 
They were 19.05mm in l ength and 6. 35rnm wide. Each bridge had two 
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4.2.2 
fretting f ee t measuring 2 . 4mm x 6 . 3 ) 1111 11 on thp betse , ann a counter sunk 
notch on t op t o f!icili tate th e f itti ng of the proving rjng ( see section 
4. 2 . 2). 
Prior t the t esting all the sp .cj.mens wer e. hand polished 
a s p r r v v o u ~ l y y descr ibed , except th shot peened (rough) specimens , and 
all specimens wer e degreased in i nhibi sol . 
! e ~ t 1 n ~ E g u u p ~ e n t ~ ~
All the plain fatigue and fr etti ng fatigue tests were perfor-
med on a four point l oading rotating-bending machin e . The fati gu e 
specimen was held by four bearings, of which t.he outer two were nxed 
rigidly to the machine, whil e the inn er two were constructed to subj ect 
the specimen gauge l ength t o '1 bending mom ent . Thi s i n shown schemati-
cally in Figure 4.4, and the machine as a whole is shown in Plate la o 
While subj ect t o the bending moment, the fatigu e action was 
produced by rotating th e spe cimen by means of a vee -bel t drive and 
pulley system connected at one end vj a a drive shaft and rubber coupling. 
The system was power ed by a 186 . 5 watt electric motor, at a speed of 
1450r.p.m. At the opposite end, the specimen was connected to a counter 
mechanism, which recorded the number of 'r evolutions, hence the fatigue 
cycles. The mach"ina was fitt ed with a microswitch cut-out system loc-
ated under one of the central bearing housings . The actlon was such 
that when the specimen fail ed , the appl i ed load caused the brok en end 
to fall, and an attachment on the bearing housing operated an electrical 
contact which cut the power to the motor. The machine thus ceased 
rotation A.nd the number of fatigue cycles could be r ead off from the 
counter. 
The fretting action was produced by fitting f r p . t t ~ l g g bridges 
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4 . 2.3 
t o the s pe cim en eall ge Ol lgt h Ly 1lI (;an: . o f a pr o \d ng r i n g . a s s ho wn i n 
Figure 4. 3 (b) WH.J ( c ) and Pl a t o 1 h . Th e f a ct that the bridges th ,..m-
s elve s we r e not directly subj oc t ed to the Cl ppli. ed l oad , l ead t o r elative 
movem ent be tween the bridgo s Wid t he spe c im en . The calcul a tion o f the 
bending s tress in the spe cimen I s s ho wn in Appendix A. and the det er-
mination of the amplitud e of slip produced by thi s mechanism i s shown 
in Appendix B. 
Plain fatigu e and fr ettin g fatigu e t ests were carried out on 
all the heat treatm ent and surface treatment combinations previously 
described (with on e exception; fully annealed, shot peen ed - rough) to 
obtain sufficient data to construct S - N curves . 
During testing the s pecim en was held in the bearings by means 
of tapered collets . ,.hich wer e position ed and tight.ened on the specim en 
in a jig pdor to loading onto the fatigue machine. All plain fati gue 
and fretting fatigue t ests were carri ed out on the one machine, and all 
tests were continued until the failure of the specimen or until a run 
7 
out value of 10 cycles had been reached . 
All the tests were carried out under normal laboratory condi t-
ions . Temperature and r elative humidity wer e recorded but not controlled . 
o The average temperature was 22 C and the average relative humidity was 
64% . In all .the fretting fatigue tests a contact pressure of 32MPa was 
used . This was determined by previously calibrating the proving ring 
on a Mayes tensile testing machine , for load applied against change jn 
diameter of the proving ring as shown in Appendix C. 
In each test the heat treatments 0f the specimens and b ~ i d g e s s
were matched . However. no bridges wer e shot peened. and so their surface 
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4.3 
4.3 .1 
fini 8h wa s a hmY!l the s a l l l l ~ ~ j . e . ur.pecr.ecl . pol i " h(·!d t o 00 gr ade emery 
paper , and dcgr Cl sed in i n l l i b b ~ o l . .
After th e t e9 t wo s compl et ed , thu speci mens wer e r emov .d 
from the ma chin e ; u sually by cutting \'; 8 11 awa y from the gauge l ength . 
In the case of the fretting fatigue t ests the bridges and proving ring 
wer e carefully remo ved . All spe cim ens wer e r e tained for subsequent 
examinati.on . 
Plain Fretting ~ e s t t . .
The spe cimens used for the plain fretting tests wer e the 
spherical rider and stationary fl at type , t he dimension s of which are 
shown in Figure 4. 5. The specim ens wer e machined from what. had pre-
viou:Jly been untested fatigue speci.mens o f the type described in s FJction 
4.2.1 The s t ationary fl at was m a c h L L e n n f rom the gauge l ength section , 
and was 50mm long by 9mm wide with a thickness of 3mm . Two holes 40mm 
apart were introduced to enable attachment t o the fretting ma chin e . 
The spherical rider was manufactured frol!l a non-machined section of the 
fatigue specimen, having a. diamet"er of 9.5mm and radius at the rider 
tip of 100mm. The total length was 30mm , of which part comprised an 
M6 size screw thread for fi t ting to the fretting machine . 
In the case of the shot peened specimens, thA peening waD 
done on the fatigu e specimen prior to the manufacture of the rider and 
flat from it. ~ s s in the fr etting fatigue tests the heat treatment s of 
the rider and flat \OJere matched in each test . For testing the shot 
peen ed surfaces, only the flat was subjected to peening. Except for 
t.he tests on the sho t peened r ough surface , all the specimens were 
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4. 3. 2 
polj.s h ' d t o 00 grade emn ry pap,"r HI1ri c1"gr eused in inhi bino] prio r t o 
t esting. 
1 1 e l ! ! i n K . . E 9 . l l l p ~ 8 ! ! t . : . .
PJ a in fr e ttin g t.es t s wer e p ' rform ed on a spher .e- on-flat 
t esting ma chi n e a s des cribed by Overs ( 90 ) and adapted by Hamdy ( 91). 
Thi s equir ment enabled the occurrenm o f plain fr etting be tween the 
Sph8 ri.cal ride:::' and the flat s pecim en, with the added f a cility o f 
mea.suring and r eco rding the fricti on f o rc e and normal contact forc e 
simul taneously. 
The principIA elements of thi s eqUipm ent a r e shown schematic-
ally in F i g u ~ e e 4. 6 and also Plate 2 . These ·are :-
(i) The oscillating ~ o o e m e n t t s ys t em, 
(ii) The oscillating movement control and m A a s u ~ i n g g arrangement . and 
(iii ) The friction Bnd normal contact f orce measuring and recording equipment . 
(i) 1 : h ~ ~ Q . s Q i J J £ t i n I L M Q v ~ m ~ n ! : : § Y . 2 t t m _ _- _ ( . . l ~ i i ! l l E r ~ t ! : i ! l & . . . . M ~ c h i ! ! e l · ·
This s ystem i s shown in detail schematicall y in Figure 4.7. 
Its function was to produce oscillatory tangential relative movement 
between the rider and flat s pecimens. Essentially it consisted of an 
S - shaped transmission shaft . to which the rider was fixed at one end . 
The other enn was connect.ed t o the driving spindle of a Goodman 1 s 
electromagnetic vibration genera, tor. model 390 A. A power amplifier 
with a built in, low distortion oscillato r vIas used to drive the vibra-
t.ion generator and no produce the o scillatory motion of the drivi ng 
spindle, which was transmitted via the t,ransmls s ion shaft to the rider . 
The tran Rmi ssion shaft vIa s shaped · so that the point of applic-
.ation of the tan 3ential friction fo roe r)e t\>:een the rider and the flat 
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specim en Has in line with the ma in cen tre line of th e shaft and t he 
drivin g spindl e . Th e chaft itself was hollow , as it had sometim es been 
used f or high t empera ture work, r equirin g cool ing wat er to be circulated 
inside it . At the r educed shaft wall thickn ess in thi s pcrtion, the 
strain gauges were attached . These were us ed fo r the det ection of 
frictional and normal forces . Eight s train gauges wer e used . 
The vibration generator was supported on a horizontal hinged 
support which could be tilted in the vertical plane by using an adjust -
ing screw and nut mechanism, thus enabling easy and accurate positioning. 
A steel plate \.Jas a ttached to the tran smission shaft to precent a gap 
between the shaft and the fixed probe . 
(ii ) ! h ~ ~ Q s £ i l l ~ t i n & - M 2 2 ~ m m n ! ! ~ Q Q £oQtIol § y ~ t ~ m ~ ~
The vi bra tion genera tor wa s driven by a Ling P.l t ec 5 VA power 
oscillator, enabling control of slip amplitude and frequ ency of the 
fretting motion. A Wayn e Kerr vibra tion meter, model B731B was used 
for the measurement of the sl ip amplitude . 
When the probe connected to the vibration met er was brought 
into proxi.mity with the st eel plate attached to the transmi ssion shaft , 
the capacitance so form ed was displaced in terms of dis tance and peak 
to peak vibration amplitude on the two met ers of the instrument. 
(iii) E r i c ~ i 2 . n _ a g d _ N 2 . r . ! ! ! a l l £ O ! ! t ~ c ! ! E o . ! : c ~ ~ ! i e ~ s . ! ! r i n f L a n d _ R ~ c 2 . r £ i ! 2 { { E . 9 . u i P ! ! ! ! e ! ! t ~ ~
Eight strain gauges , bonded to the outer surface of the 
transmission shaft , were used to detect the frictional and normal contact 
forces produced a t the fretting nite . The arrangement of the strain 
gauges, both in position and electrical connection enabl ed the measure-
ment of frictional forc and normal conta ct load simultaneously and 
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4.3.3 
4.3.4 
independently a t th l) fre t tin g ~ ; i i t e . The output s i gnal s from the strain 
gauge mea surin g equi pment wer e a rn pl i fi ud usi ng a multi chann el amplifier , 
and f ed into a U - V r ecord er; a direct r ecor ding Vi s icorder oscillo -
graph. model 2106 . 
Q a l i E r ~ t i o n n Q f _ E g u i P P e n t ~ ~
It mu st be stated here that for the original work on this 
equipment many calibrations were performed by Hamdy (91) to ensure 
accurac;)', va1.idi ty und reproducibility of the results from it. In 
subsequent work, including this r esearch, these original calibration s 
have been taken as valid, and so , with one exception, have not been 
repeated. The one exception; the calibration of the relationship bet-
ween frictional forc e and normal contact load, wan repeated using spring 
balances, the arrangement of which is shown in Appendix D. 
! e ~ t i n & - P £ o o e i u u e ~ ~
Plain fretting t ests were conducted on the age hardened and 
naturally aged forms of the alloy in all the surface treatments prev-
iously described. 
After preparation as described in section 4.3.1, the rider 
was fixed securely onto the transmission shaft with a locking nut, and 
the flat was po sitioned on the hold er using two screws. The rider was 
then carefully lowered onto the flat using the tilting mechanism, until 
the required normal contact pressure was reached, indicated on the U - V 
recorder. The friction force arrangement was then set, and the machin e 
started. After the required number of cycles the machine was stopped, 
the specimens carefully r emoved and r etained for subsequent examination. 
All the tests were performed under the same condItions, i.e; 
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Frcquoncy = 2511z . 
Slip Amplitude = JOjA m. 
Number of Cycles :2 6 x 10 • 
Contact Pressure = 32MPa (maximum) • 
Aver age Temperature 220 C. 
Aver age Rela tive Humidity = 6/+% • 
These conditione were chosen so as to be as close as po ssible 
to the condi tion3 of a high cycle fr etting fatigue test . 
4. 4 Surface Analysis . 
4. 4. 1 
In order to assess the effect of surface treatment on fatigu e 
crack initiation due to fretting it was important to analyse t.he 
surface properties both before and after testing . As shot peening was 
used as the special surface treatment, tests were done to examine the 
effet;!ts of r esldual compressive stress . work hardening and surface rou-
ghness . 
The measurement of r esidual stress in surfaces by X-rays wa s 
first outlined by Norton and Rosenthal (92) and is described in detail 
by Hilley et al (93) . This method, known as the ' two exposure ' method 
relies upon the elastic strain being measured in terms of changes that 
occur in the lattice spacing (d) in the specimen surface . When changes 
in d occur this affects the diffraction angle I) and since s train is 
related to stress , the stress can be calculated from mea surement s 
of changes L t9. 
The t echnique r equires two X-ray exposure runs , one at an 
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nngl e o f incidencp W') (I I' Oll t ( ) tht] AurfaCl-! no rlllal , and one; at OJlo the r 
angl ::o , usually 45° , ( V4 5) an ~ ; h o w n n i n Fi Gure 4 . 8 . Then from th e 
s tan dar d equ ution r el:l tin g "tress to s t r ain ; 
s = 
Wher e ; 
S 
E 
)) 
-, 
= 
Residual Stress . 
Young ' s Modulu s . 
Poissons Ratio . 
c1 y" - do 
do 
dy-- - d Spacing at vO t o Surface Normal . 
do = d Spacing at 00 t o Surface Normal . 
Which for convenience simplifies to; 
S E I Cot flo fr-= 
- . -I t V Sin2 t( 2 180.,)' 
Where ; 
&0 = Diffraction Angle of a Stres s Free 
6\ = Diffraction Angl e a t Incidence 00 • 
bl-lf' = Diffraction Angl e at Incidenc e ~ ~ . .
• • • (1 •• 1 ) 
o 2(f 1 - c c ~ J J 0 • • ( 4. 2) 
S rface . 
The quantity in the square bracke t s in equation ( 4 . 2 ) is a constant 
called the stress factor , K. 
Thus ; S = K 2( d 6' ) o •• (4 . 3 ) 
producing S an a funct.ion of the shift of diffraction angle between 
the two exposures . 
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X-ra y t e s t s in this wo rk W0 I'e perf orm ed us ing the back r ef-
l ection film t echniqu e . The X-ray generator and camera us ed wer e of 
the Seimens Kristallofl ex I, Diffractomet.er s ys t em. The camera con s truc-
-' 
tion with the specim en in sert ed i s shown in Plate 3. This camera was 
so constructed to enabl e the po sitioning of the specJm en such that the 
exposure of X-ra ys from any angle was incident at the sam e point on the 
specimen. This was done by adjustm ents with the microscope and 
goniometer head. 
Since a large part of the thesis is concerned with the propa-
gation cf fatigue cracks from a fretted surface , it was necessary to 
determine how the r esidual c o m p p e ~ ~ i v e e s tress from the peening oper-
ation varied with di s tance from the surface . This meant that the 
r esidual stress had to be measured a t various depths from the original 
surface by meens of sys t ematically r emoving surface layers and then 
taking a stress measurement. This was done by recording the initia.l 
thickness of the specimen by micrometer , immersing in a chemical polish-
ing solution for layer removal, and then checking the thickness again. 
After the appropriate amount of material had been removed an X-ray 
measurement was taken. The procedure was repeated until the residual 
·compressive Gtress had been reduced to zero. 
The polishing solution used was 20% NaOH in water at 50oC, 
which provided a removal rate of approximately 1 0 ~ m m per minute. The 
resulting surface using thi s solution, however, was coated with a black 
scale, but this \Olas removed by an instantaneous dip into a 50% HN03 
aqueous solution. 
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In all the X - r ~ y y t{! s t s done in this work the same procedure 
was used, L e . th e back rei'l oct.ion film method. 
Prior t o mounting in th e CalO e r l:i , the specim en surface was 
smeared with a silver powd er/petroleum gel mixture a s a standard f or 
accurate film t o specimen distance measurement . The specim en was th en 
placed in position in the camera a s shown in Plate 3. The exact position-
ing of the specimen was don e by trial and error; rotating the goniometer 
stage through _450 - + 450 vlhile vi ewing the specimen through the cro ss 
,,,ires of the adjusting microscope . The microscope was then removed 
and the camera fitted onto the X-ray gen erator for exposure . For each 
exposure the same conditions were used , viz; 
Cu Koc: radiation . 
0 
Wavelength = 1. 54l78A . 
Voltage = 40 KV . 
Exposure time = 90 mins . 
Diffraction plane ( hkl ) = ( 422 ) 
2e 0 Diffraction angle = 137 . 6 • 
Current = 20 rnA . 
After exposure the film ~ a s s removed and developed . As prev-
iously described, two exposures of each specimen were required. In all 
o 0 
cases the incident angles y were 0 and 1 ~ ~ . . After developing , the 
films were processed using B. phot.o microdensi tometer to obtain the diff-
raction ring diamAters and subsequently the difference in djffraction 
&ngle peak f1.2! . This quantity was then . applied to equation 4. 3 using 
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a K value previ ously det erm in ud 1.1 t J 62. 2 MPu/ c-Jeg 2 (), thu ~ ~ obtainin g 
the v81ue of the r esidual ~ , t t e ~ l l . .
In the cas e o f th e s tress/ depth profil es , th e actual r e sults 
obta in ed f or stress hau t o be corrected to Dllow f or the stress chang e 
due to surface layer r emoval . Thj s procedure was don e by comput e r 
programm e , based on t he t heory pr opo sed by Moo r e e t a1 (9 4). t he 
r eadouts of whi ch ar e shown i n Appendix E. 
4.4. 2.1 l i i £ r Q h ~ r g n n s ~ ~ 1 r ~ v ~ r r e e . .
In order to determine the degree and depth of work hard enin g 
produced by s hot peening, microhardn ess traver ses were obtained f or all 
the specimen t r eatm ents . 
Thi s was done by producing section s from samples of un test ed 
fatigue specimens for all the t r eatm ent s s tudi ed. The sections wer e 
then mounted in col d setting r esin . with a support specimen at the side . 
The sections wer e poli shed to l ;«m gr ade diamond surface fini s h. The 
purpose of the support specimen was to ensure that the' edge of the spec-
imen under investigation did not develop a rounded surface due to 
preferential removal of surrounding r esin. This would have resulted 
in non uniform indentations when measuring the microhardness. 
The microhardness traver ses wer e perform ed on a Vickers 'micro-
scope with microhardness atta chment compri s ing a diamond pyrami.d micro-
hardness indenter. 
One problem encounter ed her e was that due to the fact that the 
diamond indenter obviously had a f i nite width. it was i mpossible to 
obtain hardness r eadings a t the very edge . The small est depth at. 
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H l ~ i c h h a ccura t e r r ( ( a a ) u r t . . l l l o n t : ; ; ( ~ ( ( u l d d bc; lli au e W [ j ~ : : N 50 -lOO?m , und so 
extrlipol ilt i on Wil :J usod f or U w i Wlll c d l atu surfElce r egion::; . 
4. 4. 2. 2 I e ~ t . i n n ( ( . f f ~ t . . e ~ c c e . £ £ _ P £ c . i r n . £ r l l . .
AI:'hou gh i t i s well es t abli shed tha t r esidual compress ive 
str ess du e t o shot peening i s the ma j or factor in improving plain 
fatigu e stren e- th , the contr.ibution of work hardening cannot be di s-
mis sed , especially Hher e fr etting fatigue is involved . Therefore 
tests were done on specimens on \.Jhich fl.ttempt s had been made to r emove 
the residual compressive str ess , while leaving the work hardening 
unaffected. Thi s was done by introducing a degree of plastic deformation 
into the specimen in the form of a stretching operation . 
The stretching was done on an Instron tensile testing machin e 
with extensometer attachment . Degr ees of 0 . 5 per cent and 1.0 per cen t 
plastic deformation were introduced into a series of as-peened age 
hardened specimens . The stretching was done on as-peened specimens 
so that subsequent polishing removed any damage made by the extensom e t er 
knife edges . 
After stretching the specimens were analysed for residual 
compressive stress and work hardening . and then tested in plain fatigue 
and fretting fatigue by the methods already described. 
4.4.3.1 I a l y ~ u I f _ M ~ a ~ u u e ~ e n t t . .
Talysurf measurement s were made using 'Talysurf 4' equipment , 
to assess the surface roughening produced by the shot peening treatment. 
This enabled also the Centre Line Average (C.L.A.) to be recorded. 
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/ .. 4. 3. 2 t!i'£Y'Qs.£o12Y. 
Both opt ical mic r oscopy , us ing n Reichert Nr 265133 model 
optical micr oscope , and s cannin g el ectron micro s copy (S. E.M.), using 
a Cambridge 600 St er eo s can , wer e performed t o examine directly th e 
surface morphol ogi es produced by s hot peening . Optical micro s copy 
was used to examin e section s through the peened surfaces , and S.E .M. 
was perform ed directly on the treated surfaces . 
4.5 Post Testing Analysi s . 
4.5.1 
After testing under conditions of plain fatigue, fretting 
fatigue and plain fretting, further analysis was performed on selected 
specimens to obtain information on the influence of shot peening on 
the fretting and fatigue properties of the material. 
K - l i a ~ ~ l i e ~ i £ u ~ l _ S ! r ~ s ~ ~ ! n ~ l ~ s s s ~ ~
X-ray residual stress analysis, using the technique previously 
described, ,.,as performed on t es t ed fretting fatigue spe cimens in areas 
of fretting fatigue; i.e. on the fretting scar; and in areas of plain 
f n t i ~ l e : : i.e. away from the fretting scar , to establish whether or not 
fretting fatigue or plain fatigue r esulted in the following: 
(i) Induced residual stress - primarily in the . unpeened specimens; or 
(ii) Residual stress relaxation in the shot peened specimens. 
The measurements were performed in directions both parallel 
and perpendicular to the axis of the fatigue stress and fretting dir-
ection. It was found that the difference in stress value resulting 
from the measurements in the two directions was negligible. 
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4.5.2 
4.5.3 
Prior to th t3 meaSUreTiI C!nt: ; on th e fretting f atigue scars , 
the specim ens wer e immersed very bri e fly in a 50% HN0 3 a q u e o o ~ ~ sol ution 
to r emove the fretting debris , which had earli er been f ound to advers -
ely affect the X-ray' photograph . Pr eliminary tests were done on dummy 
specimens to ensure that thi s immer s ion did not aff ect the r esidual 
stress situation . 
Optical microscopy was used to examine sections through 
fretting fatigu e scars . The specimens for examination were sectioned 
longditudinally. i.e . parallel to the fretting direction . through the 
fretting fatigue scar. thus exposing the material directly underneath 
the scar. The sections wer e mounted in cold setting resin and polished 
to l ~ ~ diamond grade f or examination in the unetched condition. 
Extensive S. E. M. a n a ~ y s i i . . using the Cambridge 600 Stereoscan 
and Jeol 35C microscopes. was undertaken to e ~ a m i n e e certain feature s 
of the tested specimens. viz: 
(i) Fretted surfaces; . . the fretted SUTface reglons of both the fretting 
fatigue and plain fretted specimens were examined . This was done to 
examine the morphologies of the fr etted surfaces and to study th'e 
effect of the shot peening treatment on these morphologies. 
(ii) Fretting fatigue sections ; sections through fretting fatigue specimens 
similar to those used for optical microscopy. except without the mount-
ing resin. were observed. ~ h e s e e specjmens were prepared in some cases 
by careful sectioning and polishing. and in other cases by simply 
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4.5.5 
r emoving the mounting lOaturial froll; one of th e opt ical microscopy 
spe cimens . This type of "pocimon enabl ed th e examination of t he 
f retting s car and mlb surface material simultan eously . 
Prior to S. E. M. examination all the specim ens wer e ultra-
son ically cl eaned in inhibi sol and then coa t ed with a thin evaporat ed 
carbon film. 
la!y,2urf_Tra,.ge,2. 
Talysurf traces were mad e on the fretted r egions of selected 
fretting fatigu e and plain frett ed specimens in all the surface treat-
ments used. This enabled comparison of surface roughness before and 
after testing. 
2 u ~ m ~ r y _ o f f ~ X £ e r i i e g t ~ l _ P P o , . . e £ u u e ~ ~
A summary of the experimental work undertaken here is shown 
in Table 4.4. This tabl e shows the tests and analyses done on each 
particular specimen treatment (marked by • ). 
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C HAP T 1£ It F I V E: 
RESULTS 
The r esults of the experim ntal work are presented in the 
same format as u sed in the pr evious chapt er . 
5.1 Plain Fatigu G and Fretting Fatigue Tes t Results . 
Rssul ts of the plain fatigue and fretting f atigue t ests are 
presented in the form of S - N curves . These are shown in Figures 5.1 
to 5.7. To facilitate the asses sm6nt of huw the shot peening has 
affected the plain fatigu e and fr etting f atigue Gtrengths . the curves 
are l'eplotted in Figur6s 5.8 and 5. 9 in compilation for each heat treat-
mente To summari ze these r esult s . Table 5.1 has b6en constructed to 
show. in percentages . the r eductions i n f atigu6 strength du e to fr attin g. 
and the subsequent improvem ents produ ced by shot peening. Examina.tion 
of these results shows the age hardened alloy to be muc!'"! more 
susceptible to both the r eduction in fatigu e strength du e to fr etting. 
I 
and the improvement afforded by shot peening. than the other heat 
treated forms. A notable observation also is that in all cases the 
shot peening improved the fretting fatigue strengths to levels equal to 
or above the plain fatigue strength of the unpeened material. 
5.2 Plain Fretting Tests. 
The quantitative results of t ~ ' l l ' ' plein frettin g testf! are in 
the form uf coefficient of friction ( ~ ) ) measurements. plotted against 
the number of fretting cycles . to show how the friction forc e varied 
during the test. Figures 5.10 and 5. 11 show these plots for t h ~ ~ age 
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5.3 
5. 3.1 
hardened and naturall y uged al l oy, in all t hree f orm s of surface 
treatment. 
In general, thE; pattern s of t he friction behaviour of the 
two heat treatments wer e similar, varyin g cnl y in degr ee . The unpeened 
alloys showed a s t eady increase in ~ ~ whi ch levelled off at a value 
t:. 
of approximately 1 . 6 after ~ ~ 2 x 1 1 ~ ~ cycl es . For the shot peened 
(smooth) alloys , after initial increases up to ~ ~ 1.5, ~ ~ decreased . 
A similar trend was found for ,the shot peened (rough) forms , but the 
rates of change were much more abrupt, especially for t 'he age hardened 
alloy . On average, the final ~ ~ values of the shot peened treatments 
were 30 - 40% lower than the unpeened ones. 
Surface Analysis. 
In the case of the pre-testing residual stress analysi s , 
the results are presented as r esidual stress/depth profiles. Figure 
5.12 shows the profiles for the age hardened and naturally aged alloy. 
in the unpeened and shot peened ( smooth) forms. The results reported 
here have been corrected for stress relief due to surface layer r emoval. 
as explained in the previous chapter. These results show that the 
naturally aged material developed a slightly higher residual stress 
due to shot peening . For both heat treatm ents , maximum stress was 
reached 100 - 2 0 0 ~ ~ m from the surface with values of 230 - 250 MPa . 
The approximate depth of penetration of compressive stress was 650;um . 
The unpeened alloys showed surface stresses of 100 - 150 MPa, 
but significant stresses were not detected at depths greater than 50;um . 
For the fully ann ealed material . stress/ depth profiles were 
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5.3 . 2 
not obt ained, but surface s tress was measured giving valuE:s 59 MFa and 
5 MPa for the shot peened and unpeened conditions r espectively . This 
would imply a maximum r esidual s tref;s in the subsurface of the shot 
peened material of a r ound 75 MFa. 
5. 3.2.1 M i £ r Q h ~ r Q n ~ s ~ ~ ! r ~ v ~ r ~ e ~ . .
Result s from the microhardn ess tests are presented as hardnes s / 
depth profiles for all the treatm ent s used , and are shown in Figure 
5.13. The plots show that for the age hardened alloy, the bulk mater-
ial hardness w w ~ ~ l l ~ O O VHN, but the shot peen ing increased the subsurfacA 
hardn ess to a measurement value of 240 VHN, extrapolated to rv 280 VHN 
at the surface . For thi s allo y treatment the depth of the work hardened 
layer was approximat ely l,OOO;um . 
In the case of the naturally aged alloy, the bulk material 
hardness was 125 VHN, and the maximum measured subsurface value was 
220 VHN, ex:trapol a t ed to around 260 VHN for the immediate surface value . 
The depth of the work hardened layer for this treatment was IV 1. 4mm. 
The fully annealed alloy produced much lower results, the 
bulk material having a hardness of 61 VHN, rising to 105 VHN in the 
subsurface. The depth of the work hardened layer was approximately 
350.fim. 
5.3. 2. 2 Testing of 'Stretched' Specim ens . 
The r esults of the plain fatigue and fretting fatigu e t ests 
on the age hardened alloy stretched 0.5% and 1.0%, ara presented as 
S - N curves in Figure 5. 14 . Al so plutted here for comparison are the 
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5.3.3 
equival ent curve s f or th e unp eened all oy and t he sho t paened ( smooth) 
all oy. 
Comparin g thes · curves shows the stre tching action t o have 
almost compl et ely r emoved the benefi cial effect of the shot peening. 
Both degrees of plastic deformation give similar valu es. showing that 
the plain fatigue and fretting fati gue live s of the Rtretched specimens 
were comparable with those of the unpeened specimens. 
Microhardness traverses on similarly stretched specimens con-
firmed that the work hardening \·TaS unaffected by the stretching operation, 
producing results similar to those shown for shot peened specimens in 
Figure 5.13. Residual stress measurements gave values of 49 MPa and 
~ 4 4 MPa for the 0.5% and 1.0% specimens respectively. These measurements 
having been taken at the surface, implied that more than 75 per cent of 
the residual stress was removed by the stretching procedure. 
5. 3. 3.1 l a l y ~ u I f _ T I a a e ~ . .
Typical talysurf traces for the polished finish and shot 
peened (rough) finiah are shown in Figure 5.15. These plots clearly 
illustrate the much rougher as - peened surface, especially considering 
that the polished specimen trace has double the vertical magnification 
of the other. The roughne s s span of the as-peened surfac8 shown here 
is rv 60 lim as compared with ;v 5.rm for the polished s u r f a c e ~ ~ More 
accurate data was obtained by measurement from ten specimens of each 
surface finish and this gave the following results: 
C.L.A 
C.L.A 
for polished finish = 
for as-peened fini sh = 
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0.13 I'm. 
6. 56/m. 
5. 4.1 
Thus the as-peened mat er ial i s appr oximatel y 50 times mo r e r ough . 
Microgr aph s from S. E.M. obsorvation of the shot peened (rough) 
surfaces are shown in Plate 4. Di mpl es f orm ed b b ' ' the peening operation 
are approximate1_y 2 0 0 ~ ~ m maximum · in di e.met er. T l ~ e e hi s!1er me.enificEl tions 
show further peening damage , wher e it was apparent that 'folding' or 
layering of material had taken place. 
Optical micrographs (a) and (b) in Plate 5 confirm this observ-
ation showing definite material layering. Plate 5 (c) shows a shot 
peened (smooth) specimen section , which still appears to have some 
subsurface damage, even after poli shing. 
Post Testing Analysis. 
The results from the X-ray residual stress ru1alysis on the 
tested alloys shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17, as plots of residual com-
pressive stress against number of fatigue cycles. 
Figure 5.16 shows that for the unpeened age hardened alloy, 
any residual stress in the immediate surface had been detected in the 
pre-fatjgte test material was soon reduced. In the case of plain fatigue 
4 cycling the stress, after falling to ~ ~ 50 MPa after 10 cycles was 
unaffected by fUrther stress cycles. However, for fretting fatigue a 
definite increase in residual stress was observed at a fatigue life 
> 105 cycles after initially falling in a similar manner to that 
during plain fatigue cycling. 
For the shot peened age hardened alloy, residual stress 
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r elaxation was observed in bo th plain fatigu e and fr e t t ing fatigu e . 
However, the degr ee of r elaxa.tion caused by fr etting f a tigue wa s much 
higher at equival ent number s of cycl es ; a r educti on of appr oximately 
75 per cent of the ori ginal surfa ce s tress was caused by fr etti ng 
fatigue cycling, but only 25 per cent f ading was caused by plain fatigu e 
cycling. 
A similar pattern of results wa s found for the naturally aged 
specimens, except that on the unpeened material the fretting fatigu e 
cycling showed a much lower tendency to induce any residual stress. 
The r esults from optical metallography can be divided into 
two general groups, 1. e. 0 bserva tion s 0 f sections through the fret ted 
areas of the unpeened alloy treatments, and of the shot peened on es. 
Plate 6 shows a series of micrographs of the unpeened naturally 
aged alloy. The microcracks s een are typical of fretting cracks, initia-
t " 0 t 90°, lng at approximately 45 to the surface and eventually moving 0 
i.e. at right angles to the direction of the alternating stress. Plate 
7 (a) and (b) show micrographs of the shot peened (smooth) naturally 
aged alloy. Hore it i ~ ~ clearly seen that the microcracks travel for 
some distance parallel to the surface , before diverting to the more 
usual 45° and 900 paths. In 7 (c), which was a run out age hardened 
specimen, the microcracks all appear to have been arrested at a depth 
of < 40;um, and in one case, the crack has been redirected toward 
the surface. 
Plate 8 shows a selection of micrographs from the age hard-
ened alloy of both unpe ened and shot peened (smooth) finishes. Again 
the unpeened specimens showed th typical fret.ting fatigue cracks, 
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whereas, in th e peGned specimens th e cr acks initia t ed at much shallower 
angle s . 8 (d) also shows "" vid ence of delamination at the surface. 
Plate 9 shows a COli1j)c'.r:i son between the cra cks found in the 
unpeened and shot peened ( smooth) fully annealed alloy. Again the angle 
of initiation of the cracks in the shot peened form were at a much 
lower angle to the surface, but the depth at which the cracks changed 
direction was much nearer to the surface than for the other heat treat-
ments. 
Measurements of angles to the surface of initiated fretting 
fatigue cracks on a series of ten miscellaneous specimens of both 
unpeened and shot peened (smooth) finishes showed average values of 480 
and 290 t" I respec lve y. 
Plate 10 shows a further kind of damage observed on the fully 
annealed material. 10 (a) shows the subsurface damage produced by shot 
peening prior to testing, and 10 (b) and (c) show the type of fretting 
fatigue damage that probably occurred in these regions. It would seem 
that the volume of material that ha s been damaged by the shot peening 
has been lifted out and a crack has propagated from the resulting pit. 
Results of the S.E.M analysis are presented first of all by 
micrographs of the sections through the fretting 3cars on selected 
fretting fatigue specimens. From these it was possible to observe 
the ini tia tion 0 f crack s from the surfac e through to the subsurface 
material. 
Plate 11 shows micl"ographs of an unpeened naturally aged 
.' 
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speeimen . 11 ( a ) and ( b) sho w an obliqu e vi ew t o give an indica t ion 
of the surface r oughn ess , whilo ( c ) and (d ) s how a more direct observ-
ati on of the scar and s ection thr ough it . Fr om t hpse i t can be seen 
thp. t the in itia tion or t he cr acks occur r ed close to the fret t ed/unfretted 
boundar;y, and t hat the i ni t ia tion r egion extends along the l ength of 
thi s bcundary. Also , ther e i s ' evidence of delaminat ion i n the 
fretting s car shown in Figure 11 (d). 
Plate 12 shows a s eri es of microgr aphs of a shot peened 
( smooth) naturally a ged spe cimen. These show clearly a 'lip' form ed 
at the crack initia i on r egi on, ari sing from the low angle of inclination 
of the crack to the surfa ce . However, thi s 'lip' was shorter her e 
than the se observed by optical micro s copy. even alluwing for the oblique 
viewing. 
Plate 13 shows a s e r r e ~ ~ of micrographs of a shot peen ed age 
hardened specimen. taken at the edge of the fretting scnr. 13 (a) 
cl eady shows that the cra ck l ~ a n n the l ength of the fretting/non-frettin g 
boundary, and also that the fretting scar had many areas of del aminatjon. 
13 (b) shows the crack initiation r egion. unfortunately masked slightl y 
by debris. but cl early the crack has nr opagated at a shallow angl e to 
the surface for a shot distance . An inter esting feature here was the 
first evidence of subsurface cavity formation at the depth of about 
5 - lO)'<m as shown in 13 (b) and (c). 
Further, more convincing evidence of this subsurface cavity 
formation is shown in Plate 14. Thi s shows a s eries of micrographs 
of a shot peened naturally aged specimen taken near the centre of the 
fretting ~ c a r . . Clearly a cavity ha d form ed, a p p ~ o x i m a t e l y y l O ~ m m below 
the fretting surface and had opened up slightly. FrOD the ends of the 
cavity, cracks wer e evident movi ng paral lel to the surface. 14 (c) 
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shows debris t o be contain ed within the cavity and to have a char a. cter -
istic spherical shape , I - 2;-<-m in diam et er . 
Plate 15 presen t s micrographs again of a shot peened ( smooth) 
naturally aged :specimen, showing Jarge areas of delamination, with one 
particular layer approximately 10;<m in thi ckness . Debri s was also 
detected under thi s delam ina t ed layer . It must be pointed out. that 
cavity formation and delamination of thi s degree wer e not detected in 
any of the unpeened specimens . 
A further kind of damage detected only on shot peened spe cimens 
is shown in Plate 16. In thi s case the specimen was a naturally aged 
specimen with a shot peened ( rough) fini sh. It appeared that the 
crack had initiated and was subsequently packed with fretting debri s . 
Plate 17 shows a similar effect on a naturally aged shot peened ( smooth) 
specimen, except that one of the crack sides and the initiation r egion 
were not clearly discernible . 
( ii) E r ~ t ! i g 5 - S £ a £ s _ ( E r ~ t ~ i g 5 - F ~ t i i e _ S S e £ i i e g s l . .
Plate 18 shows a yompdrison of two t J ~ i c a l l fretting scars . 
18 (a) is from a naturally aged unpeened specimen showing the two edges 
of the scar with a crack running the length of the scar near the frett ed/ 
non-fretted boundary. 18 (b) shows the scar of a shot peened (smooth) 
age hardened specimen. Although no crack was evident here, there was 
a greater proportion of delamination areas , and also an unusual 'fi sh 
bone' configuration made up of parallel ridges in the central region 
of the scar. 
Plate 19 shows exampl es of the fretting debris found on the 
unpeened specimens . 19 (a) and (b) show the general surface distress . 
but 19 (c) and (d) show another unusual feature, where the oxide film 
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had br oken up along l i ne3 par all el t o t he f r et ting di r ection. Pla t e 
20 shows further exampl es of t he damage on a na turall y aged un pe,ned 
s pecimen. Smea rin g of ma t erial and debri s break-up a r e evident in 20 
(a ) and (b), and al so cr acki ng of t he oxide film in 20 (c). 
Pla t e 21 shows micro gr aph s of the t ypi cal fr etting debris 
f ound on shot peened specimens , in this ca se from a naturally e.ged shot 
peened (rough) sample . Extens ive delamina tion is evident in 21 (a) 
arid the higher magnifications of 21 (b) and (c) show cavities expo sed 
when delamination pla t e s are dislodged ,from the fretting surface . Th 8 0 
cavitios are appro ximately lO.,..um into the sur fac e. and contain spheric!:!.l 
debri s , 1 - 2.f-Tn i n diam et er. Plate 22 shows fUI,ther damage on the 
same specimen, wher e the ' fi sh bone ' configuration wa s again observed. 
Plate 23 shows fr etting debris on an age hardened shot peened 
(smooth) specimen. Agi ain E: xposed cavities were f ound containing !3pher-
ical debris of similar s i ze t o t hat previously observed. 
(iii) E r ~ t ~ i g g _ S £ a £ s _ ( f l l i g g E r ~ t ~ i g ~ S S e £ i i e ~ s l . .
Plate 24 shows micrographs of fr etting debris on a naturally 
aged unpeened specim en . 24 (a) and (b) clearly show that material has 
been caused to smear over the surface. 24 (c) and (d) show also that 
some delamination has taken place, and a cavity has been exposed. How-
ever, no spherical debris was detected in the cavity. Plate 25 shows 
similar observations made on an age hardened unpeened specimen . 
Plate 26 presents the typical damage produced in pla in fretting 
on shot peened ( smooth) ' surfaces . In this case the specimen wa s natur-
ally aged, showing much more delamination and less smearing , when com-
pared with the unpeened specimens . Exposed cavities were found to include 
spherical debris a s shown in 26 (b) and (c). 
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Plate 27 s h o w ~ ~ micrographs from Hn age hardened sho t peened 
( smooth) specimen , which had a high pr oporti on of delamination , with 
pl a t es up t o 200J<- m in size having been produced . 
Finally , Plate 28 shows typical plain fr etting damage produced 
on the sho t peened (rou gh) surfa ces . Cl ear l y the fr etting r esulted 
in some l evelling of th e rough surface , and has even caused some del-
amination on these l evell ed areas, as s hown in 28 (c). 
A general observation from the plain fretting tests was that 
the fretting scars on the peened specim en s were 2 - 3 times larger in 
area than on the unpeened specimen s , even though all testing condition s 
were similar. 
!:alY,2u.rf _ T.ra.£e,2. 
Talysurf traces tak en from the plain fretting scars of the 
three treatment s t es ted are shown in Figure 5.18 with arrows marking 
the scar boundaries. The mo st s triking point again is the difference 
in size of the scar on the unpeened specimen to those of the shot peened 
ones . The shot peened ( smooth) spe cim en s car is not only larger, but 
much rougher; an observation consistent with the S.E.M. analysi s . For 
the shot peened (rough) specimen some sl ight flattening of the 'peaks ' 
within the scar boundaries can be detected, and this is also consistent 
with S.E.M. observations. 
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C H II PTE It S I X 
DISCUSSION 
6 .1 The Effect of Fretting on F a t i i . .
The detrimental eff ect of fretting on fati gue strength has 
been shown cl early in all the fretting fatigu e t est s performed. It 
was al so evident that the age harden ed material in the unpeened s tate 
was much more susceptible to the eff ect of fr etting. However. as 
fretting influ ences the fatigue strength in a similar way to the effects 
produced by a notch. this observation on the age hardened alloy is not 
surprising as high strength precipitation hardened materials have a 
high notch sens itivity. 
Overall. of the three heat trea tments test ed in thi s work, 
the naturally aged condItion proved to be the stronger in both plain 
fatigue and fr etting fatigu e . 
6.2 The Effect of Shot Peening. 
(i) Q n _ t h e _ M ~ t ~ r i a l l ~ u I f ~ c ~ . .
The analysis of the shot peened surfaces was carried out to 
show the extent of the three main conditions produced by shot peening. 
Considering the results from the microhardness traverses it 
was clearly shown that the naturally aged material had a higher prop-
ensity for work hardening. Thi s is due to its higher ductility as 
shown by its elongation in Table 4.3. Al though the final hardness of 
the work hardened layer of this material wa s not as high as the age 
hardened material du e t o its lower initial hardness, the actual hardening 
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increment that. took place was hi gher , a pproxjma t cl y 80% , a s compared 
with t he age hardened f orm, A./ 70%. The depth of th e work hard ened 
layer. also . wa D much great er f or the naturall y aged condition , thu s 
emphasizing thi s potnt. 
These r esults lead t o an explanation of the data f or the 
r esidua.l s tress/depth profiles . As th e residual s tress produced by 
shot peening is the r esult of the elastic r eco very of the material 
surrounding tho plastically deform ed areas. then for a higher degr ee 
of plastic def ormation , a greater r esidual oompressive stress i s to 
be expected. This was indeed t he case for the present work. with the 
naturally aged material showing a higher r esidual compressive stress 
and a greater depth of penetration when compared to the age ha rd ened 
material. 
The r esults f or the fully ann ealed material are not so s im-
ply explained. Although the hardening increment produced by the shot 
peening was around 80%. in line with its ductility if compared with 
the naturally aged material, the depth of the work hardened layer wa s 
not so great. The surface r esidual stress measurement on the fully 
annealed material implied a maximum subsurface stress approximately 
equal to the yield stress for this condition, as did the results on 
the naturally aged material. 
The reason for the smaller depth of the work hardened layer 
in the fully annealed material i s probably a ssociated with recovery 
or recrystalli sationthat is known to take place in aluminium that has 
been subjected to plasti c deformation at or near ambient temperature 
(95). In the aged materials , the shot peening produces a high uniform 
dislocation density in the surface r egions. ~ h e s e e dislocations are 
stable even at very l a rge plastic def ormations as they are pinned in 
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I o o ~ i t i o n n by the fin o f) precipitates , and henc e the work hardenin g 
js maintained at high l evels at the poened surface . 
In the case of th e fully annealed material, wher e a so ft 
matrix Rurround s large precipitates , heavy plastic deformation will 
produce dislocationG, but these .Jill not be stable since they are not 
pinned by small fJ I p r e ~ i p i i tates. In this ease dynamic r ecovery will 
take place during peening and reduc e the degree of work hardening • 
..) 
The result i s a limited depth of hardening by the peening of the annealed 
alloy. 
The surface roughness analysis showed that the type of 
damage produced by shot peening is one that would be expected to be 
very sensitive to fatigue cycling. Particularly the areas of folded 
material could be expected to act a s stress concentration points. 
Shot peening is well established as a major llldustrial process 
for the improvem ent in fatigue strengt.h, thus the improvements in plain 
fatigue strength found in this work were to be expected . The improve-
ments to the two aged treatments were of the same order, although the 
slightly higher percentage for the age hardened alloy was at first sur-
prising in view of the fact that, from surface analysis, the naturally 
aged alloy was more susceptible to the effects of shot peening. 
Generally, however, these results were found to be consistent 
with all observation by Starker et al (96) who observed that the influence 
of residual stresses on the fatigue strength strongly depends on the 
ul timate tensile strength and that no distinct correlation exists bet-
ween surface residual stresses and the improvement of the fatigue 
strength. However, they stated further that soft annealed materials 
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show no improvement in fati gue s trength with r e s i d u ~ l l c o m p p e s s i i e e
s tress, but r esults in thi s work on the fully ann ealed allo y did show 
a small, but definite , improvement. Thi s r esult, though is still in 
agreement with the general statement of the U.T.S. depend ency of fatigue 
strength i mprovem ent . 
In the case of fretting fatigue, again, improvements in s trength 
wer e found in all alloy conditions. The most notable observation, 
though, is the vast improvement found for the age hardened treatment. 
It seems that the shot peening has had a dual effect on the age hard-
ened material, i.e. not only has it improved the fretting fatigue 
strength, but in doing so , has apparently reduced some of its notch 
sensitivity , hence sensitivity to fretting, because the improved level 
is approximately the same as the equivalent r esult for the naturally 
aged alloy. 
Results from the t ests done to assess the effects of surface 
roughness on the fatigu e lives showed no significant differences. This 
suggests that the beneficial effects due to the residual compressive 
stress or work hardening Droduced by shot peening compensate for the 
defect.s that the process also creat.es . This is well described by Was 
and Pelloux (97) who state, ' ••• the fatigue life of shot peened parts 
is a compromise between lower surface tensil e stress and a greater 
number of fatigue crack initiation sit en '. 
In order to assess the separate contributions of work hard-
ened surface layers and r esidual surface stresses to the improvements 
in fatigue strengths, the tests on the stretched specimens were per-
formed, and the results showed that when a major proportion of the 
residual compressive stress is removed , the improvement in fatigue 
strength is lost. Thus the major fact.or is the residual compressive 
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stress . The action of the compressive s tresse s , particularly in the 
cuses involvin g fr ettin g, i s t o clo so up crack s initia t ed at the 
surface and to inhibit their propagation . Also , as the work hardening 
alon e did not appear to produce any improvement in fr etting fatigu e 
strength it ClA.n be said that the wear charact E:l ristic of fret.ting is 
not an important fac to r involved in the early initiation of fatigue 
cracks by fr etting. This adds wei ght to the theory that fretting 
initiates cracks du e to local high al t ernating shear stresses , rather 
than by general surface damage. 
6.3 E e ~ i g u ~ l _ S ~ r ~ s ~ ~ § t ~ b l 1 l t ~ . .
Having confirmed that the residual compressive stress is the 
major factor involved in improving fretting fatigue strengths . by shot 
peening, it was necessary to investigate the stability of these str esses , 
bearing in mind that residual stresses are known to fade with fatigu e 
cycling, and that fretting do es introduce several other characteri stics 
which may affect the magnitude of these stresses . 
Results from the X-ray analysis on the tested specimens showed 
that fretting fatigue produced a higher .degree of residual stress fading 
thgn did plain fatigue for equivalent numbers of fatigue cycles. Fading 
as a result of fatigue cycling, is generally regarded as being due to 
a shakedown process. The question arises then as to why fretting acc-
elerates this process of fading. One possible explanation is that 
fretting produces localized heating; enough to produce local softening , 
annealing and stress relief. However , localized heating produced by 
fretting of metallic specimens i s probably quite small and in the 
present case unlikely t o be N 150oC, which would be required for effective 
stress relief. Secondly the idea of the \ .... ear produced by fretting 
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cau sin g the r emoval of stressed layer s cannot be appli ed here be cau se 
the r esult s of the r esidual s tress/d epth profil es showed tha t a t depths 
ju s t below the surface the r es i dual s tress increased , and the ma t erial 
worn away by fretting and even subs equ ent debri s r emoval in thi s work 
was n egligibl e compared to tha t whi ch would be needed to reach depths 
of lower r esidual s tress suggest ed by th e analysiS of the t est ed speci-
mens. Indeed, in the te s t s perform ed her e , a higher degree of wear 
was found on specim ens analys ed after lower numbers of fretting fatigue 
cycles, and these gave higher residual stress readings. 
The most favourabl e t h e o r ~ , , then, sugge sts that frettin .g 
accelerates the shakedown processes produced by fatigue cycling. How-
ever, in considering the theory proposed by Leverant et al (85) that 
stress fading can be facilitat ed by a mean compressive stress being 
superimposed on the r esidual compressive stress, one must consider 
the possibility that fretting induces some compressive stress itself. 
By examining the r esidual stress r esult s for the unpeened fretting 
fatigue tested specimens, it seems that thi s feat.ure is possible, esp-
eciallyon the age hardened alloy . Also, it wa.s found by Endo and Goto 
(45) that fretting could induce a r esidual compressive stress , up to 
the point where s mall crack s are initia t ed. In this work, though, it 
was not confirmed whether or not the specimens , which recorded the 
induced residual stres s from fr etting contained any microcracks, although 
it is thought likely that they did . 
The most favourabl e theory t.hen on the accelerated r esidual 
stress fading riue to fretting fatigue i s on e involving the local stress-
ing effects of the fretting action , which accelerates the shakedown 
process already occurring. 
In the alloys s tudi ed i n the present work, the stacking fault 
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energy i s hi gh and so und er suitabl e stre s ses, di sl oca tion movement 
and di slocation annihilation i s r el atively easy . In the shot pe ened 
surfaces of th e aged alloys the dens ity of tangled dislocations i s 
very high on account of the s evere plasti c deformation that takes place 
during shot peening. During plain fatigu e cycl ing the se dislocations 
undergo r earran gement by cross slip processes and this will result 
in a r eduction of the r esidual stresses at the surface . However, in 
thos e r egions i nf l uen ced by tho fretting action the additional shear 
stresses acting a t. the surface will cause the movement and r earrange-
ment of disloca tions t o be accelerated, therefore speeding up the 
fading of the residual stresses. 
6.4 Crack Morpho] ogy. 
Usuall y, in unpeened materials, fretting f atigu e crack s init-
iate at the surface and gro w at an an .,l e of /V 450 due to the hiah 
shear stresses caused by fretting. However , in the shot peened spet::imells 
it ha s been shown that ~ i t i a t i o n n takes place in the subsurfa ce regions, 
at a depth of about lOjA'm (Plate 14). 
Once a crack has nucleated in the subsurface it will propagat e 
parallel to the surface, since shear stresses induced by fretting will 
not be transmitted easily across the crack. Therefore, the shear stresses 
will be localized at the crack tip which will there¢'o're propagate para-
llel to the surface. Propagation in a direction normal to the surface 
will he prevented, initially at least, by the residual compressive 
stresses. 
At a later stage of the fr etting fatigue pro cess , cracks will 
propagate either inward or towards the surfa ce from th e subsurface 
flow. The form er will eventu8.11y lead to failure. The latter process 
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c c u ~ e s s the deluminati on that wa s fr equentl y obsGrved (Plate 15). 
Subsurfaco initiation in shot p e e n ~ d d surfaces ha s boen 
det ec t ed by Starker at al (96 ) and WaD and Pelloux (97 ). Bo th of 
these papers however r eported that tho su bsurfac e i nitia tion occurred 
a t depths much greater ( 200 - L ~ O O j ' ' m ) ) than that of th e present work. 
It \<ora s suggest ed that the subsurfa ce ini tia t10n was due to the r esidual 
t ensile stress under the compressivel y s tressed l ayer . How ever , thi s 
explanation does not hold for thi s work du e t o the much small e r depth 
involved. Starker et al (94) did note , however, tha.t the exact po sit-
ions of crack initiation coincided with the locations of intermet all ic 
inclusions, and it was r eported earli er from the present work (43) that 
during plain fatigue t ests on the age hardened alloy. crack initiation 
occurred at intermetallic inclusion s of Al - Fe - Mn - Si and Al - Mg - eu 
immediately below the surface . Thus , i t i s possible that durin g the 
. . 
fretting fatigue of the shot peened allo y a similar mechani sm of crack 
nucleation can take place , then propagating in the manner s tated earlier . 
A further con sideration is the po ssibility of subsurface 
crack ll1itiation at points of subsurface damage caused by shot peening. 
such as that shown in Plate 5 ( c ) and 1 0 ( a. ). This type of damage was 
observed in the aged alloys a t depth s of around lOpm and therefore it 
is quite possible that these are acting a·s nucl eation sites for cracks . 
Also, it was found that in the fully annealed material the depth to 
which peening damage extended wa s gr ea t er . a f eature which is to be 
expected due to the annealed material being of lower strength and 
higher ductility. As a r esul t. the fr etting fatigu e damage produced 
on the fully annealed shot peened material was more severe (Plate 10). 
'l'his also correlate s with the frettin g f atigue t est r esults on the fully 
annealed material which nhowed a small e r i mprovement due to shot peening 
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than din the age c1 ma t Grial s . Thu s when shot peenin g ann eal ed materials , 
t wo point;:; mu st be can "i der ed . the r os idual stres s induced by s hot 
neen ing does not gr eatly irlipro ve th e f atigu e s trength ; and the inc-
r ea sed damage produced by the shot peening of annealed material may 
well abr ogate the effects desired of the treatment . 
The other type of damage s hown in Plates 16 and 17 suggests 
that once a cra ck has i nitiat ed and propagated to the surface , further 
propagation jnto the bulk material is sufficiently r etarded by the 
residual contpreosive s tress , that packing of 'the cra ck with fr etting 
debI'i s i s pos sible . Another po s oibility here. however, is that the 
debris is produced by th e crack fac es rubbing together, similar to a 
Mode II type fati.gu e action induced by the shear stresses of the fret-
ting action. This e x p l a n a t i i ~ ~ would seem more appropriate for the 
observations in Plate 17 in which one of the crack faces appears to 
have su'stained sever e damage . 
6.5 Fretting Debris. 
The characteristic feature , not found in the hitherto men-
tioned report s , was the presence of small spherical particles within 
the subsurface cra ck s i n the surface of the peened material. The pro-
duction of spherical particles in tribological situations has often 
been reported (98 - 102), and several different mechanisms have been 
proposed to explain their formation. 
However, none of the observations r eported in the literature 
coincided exactly with the observations in the present work on fretting 
fatigue. Cons equently, plain fretting te st s were carried out to invest-
igate these particl es more fully . It was found that, on the shot 
peened surfaces . after approximately 10 4 cycles the coefficient of 
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friction (}l) was r edu ced . Thi s i mp] i ed tha t approximl.l.t ely 104 cycl es 
i s r equired to produce the spheri cal debri s , and ther eafter the r ollin g 
a ction of this dobr is produces a dramati c decrease in fricti on . 
The spherical particles are probably produced by a burnishing 
action . and i n thi s re spect Rabinowicz (1 00 ) has proposed that f or 
fretting: -
d ~ ~ Kb x 
Where, 
d = Maximum diameter of the particle . 
Kb Wear coefficient for burnishing -6 = typically 10 • 
x = Total sliding distance. 
Applying this to the present work, where d = 2;um, and 
using 3 0 ~ m m as the amplitude of movement (thus in one cycle the total 
sliding distance is 120jUm) , it is found that spherical particl es will 
be formed after ~ ~ 1.6 x 104 cycles. This correlates very well with 
the point at which jU begins to fallon the shot peened alloys. 
However. there are limitations which must be considered when 
applying this criterion to the present work; for example the fact that 
the particl es are formed in a subsurface crack may not be fully described 
by this criterion . Nevertheless, the actual observation of spherical 
particles produced by fretting on shot peened surfaces, and the practi-
cal implication that a ' self lubricating ' situation can develop is a 
definite stimulus for further investigation . 
The other notable observation , from the plajn fretting tests 
was that the fretting scars on the shot peened surfaces were much larger . 
This can be explained by considering the geometry of the specimens used ; 
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f or the t es t s on the shot peened surfa ces , only the fl a t vJa S shot 
peened, t hus the work hardened surface woul d not weal' a s quickly a s 
the so ft er hemi spherical rider. As the t e st progr essed the tip of 
the rider would becom e flatt ened, thu s creating a l arger contact sur-
face and hence a larger fretting s car . In the t es ts on the unpeened 
surfaces , ther e would be no preferential wear of the rider becau se 
the two surfaces were of similar hardn ess, thus the relative increase 
in contact area would be smaller. 
The fr etting debris on unpeened specimens generally consi s t ed 
of the broken oxide layer, and smeared material. The smearing was 
predominant because the unpeened surfaces had not been plastically 
deformed prior to testing, and so retained their ductility. However, 
the surfaces of the shot peened material were work hardened and there-
fore much less ductile. Consequently, the surface tended to crack and 
break up more easily, thus producing the much rougher surface as 
depicted in the post testing talysurf traces. 
6.6 Conclusions and Future Work. 
1. Fretting causes sUbstantial reductions in fatigue strength of the 
Al - 4%Cu - l%Mg alloy , particularly in the age hardened condit.inn. 
2. A major improvem ent in fretting fatigue properties is produced by 
sh_ot peening. This improvement arises from the induced residual COIJI-
pressive stress at the surface . 
3. The work hardening of the surface l ayers produeed by the shot peening 
does not play a major rol e in the improvement of fretting fatigue 
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s trength . The surface rough ening does no t produce a detrim ental 
effect on the fr etting f atigu e proper ties provided tha t these defects 
a r e contain ed within t he zone of influence of the compress ive s tresses 
at the surface . 
4. For the shot peened condition s used in thi s work , the residual com-
pressive stresses are in the range 200 250 MPa at the surface . Fading 
of these stres ses occurs due to fatigue cycling and is most rapid 
under fretting conditions. 
5. Fretting fatigue crack initiation is at the surface in the unpeened 
material, but in the shot peened samples, subsurface cracks nucleate 
and initially grow parallel to the surface . 
6. Spherical debris i s produced on the fac es of the subsurface cracks. 
Delamination subsequently takes place and allows the spherical debris 
to reach the surface. The debris causes a r eduction of friction bet-
ween the fretting members and hence a reduction of the fretting stresses. 
Future Work. 
1. Residual stress/depth profiles on shot peened surfaces which have under-
gone fretting fatigue testing, to investigate the depth of influence 
(of stress relaxation) of the fretting action . 
2. More detailed studies on the residual compressive stresses induced 
by fretting. 
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3. T. E. M. analysi s o f s ho t p een ed ~ 3 U r f a a o o , , a ff cted by bo th plain f a tigu e 
and frettin g fati gu e t o examin e the di sl o cat ion arran gement , and thu s 
s hed more light on the actual rn e chani s ms involve d in the inte r a ction 
of these processes . 
4. Investigations into the po s sible application of using t he spherical 
wear debris as a means of reducing the magnitude of the fretting 
s tresses . 
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A P PEN D I X A 
Calculation of the Bending Stress in the 
Rotation-B endin g Fatigue Specimen (Al). 
X'-
o 
N 
2x 
y' 
FIG. A1. 
- -X 
To find the s econd moment of a r ea , l XX' for the section of 
the specimen as shown in Figure Al . 
The area of the elemental s trip ia 2x .dy, and it has a second 
I 2 
moment of area ~ ~ of 2xy dY e 
Hence , 
now 
and 
Let 
and 
Hence , 
I I 
'IX 
y = 
(r2 
lXX' 
for the section 
2 
Y = 
2 
r or 
= 
x = 
2 2xy dy . 
2 )1/2 Y • 
r co s f) , then dy = -r sin IJ d t9 , 
y2 )1/2 
= r (l cos 28 )1/2 = r sin G' 
fCOS -1 a 2 2 6) 2 . 2 f) 
-4 r 2 cos • r s ~ n n
/}. 
? 
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dB 
Now ( 2 sin [) cos 61 ) 2 ( sin 
It-
then IXX/ r 4 S2 sin 2 
- 1 a 
cos -
r 
and cos 4 f} 1 - 2 sin 2 2t?- . = 
sin 2 2&- 1 - cos 4 IJ' = 
2 
r 4 [ I XX-' = 8 - sin !r. 2 /} 
New -1 ; t hus cos a = co s 
r 
t hu.s sin IJ (1 2 )1/2 = - ~ ~
2 
r 
sin 4-(J = 4 sin g cos fJ - 8 
= 4 sin ~ ~ cos & (1 
= 4 
= 
Hence , = [ ~ ~ - cos 
:2 f) ) 2 . 
2 & . d ~ ~ . 
it 
] 2 
- 1 
cos ~ ~
r 
f?- = ~ ~
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sin] tJ cos [} • 
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r 
Particular values used wer e r = 0 . 1875 in , and a = 0. 125 in . 
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Thi s gives 4. 1 7 x . 4 1ft 
w W 
2 2 
a b t b 
J 
The centre portion of the specim en i s under a constant bending moment M; 
M = ~ ~ W. b. 
W, the load,is varied during the experim ental work. 
From simple bending theory, 
M = f 
I XXI Y 
Where lXX' = Second moment of a r ea. 
f Maximum bendin g stres s , and 
y = Distance from neutral axis to the outer fibres of 
the specimen. 
Hence, f 
The bending stresses for the l oads used in the investigation can then 
be cal cul a ted; 
e .g. w = 100 Ib; b = 3 i n ; y - 0. 125 in; -4 4 = 4.17 x 10 in. 
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f 100 x 3 x 0 .125 
2 x 4 . 17 x 10- 4 
4 4 , 9 6 / ~ ~ lb in- 2 
= ,310.1 MPa 
The machine is l oaded by weights in multiples of 5 lb. The alternating 
bending stress is calculated in Imperial units (l b in- 2). as abo ve , and 
then converted to 81 units (MPa) using t.he conversion factor 
1 MPa = J.45 lb in - 2 
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A P PEN D I X B 
Calculati on of Slip of Bridges dur ing Rotating-Bending (Al ). 
\ I 
~ ~ d -J 
FIG. B.1. 
Slip , S , is distributed over both feet of t he bridge J = a 8 . 
From s i mple bending theory ; 
R = I.E 
M 
Where ; I = Second moment of area . 
M = Bending moment , and 
E = Young ' s Modulus for the material. 
From Figure Bl for R >.> d 
d = R& 
g = £ = d . M 
R I.E 
fnr 2a = 0. 25 in, the diam eter 0 f the specimen = 0 . 375 in , 
and I 4.17 - 4 ( A ppendi x A) . = x 10 • 
The actual value of slip may then be determin ed . 
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Calibration Curve for . the Proving Ring. 
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Figure 2 .1. Sketch of the ¥retting 
weight-los s against No. of cycles curve 
illustrating its ohape at various stages 
(af ter Feng & Rightmire (10» 
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Figure 2.2. Schematic representation 
of an asperity contact point during 
fretting. (after Sproles & Duquette (21» 
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Figure 2.4. Microhardness traverses 
across fretted reg ions on sections 
through the surface of a f ully-aged 
Al-4%Cu al l oy. (af ter Be thune & 
Waterhous e (29)) 
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Figure 2.5. Schematic representation 
of a Model for Fretting Fatigue. 
(after Hoeppner & GOBB ( 36 )) 
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Figure 2.6. The Fretting Fatigue 
Damage Bnvelope concept as it relates 
to an S-N curve . (after Hoeppner & 
Goss (36)) 
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Figure 2.7. Diagram of crack formation 
by fretting action. (after Wharton et al 
(37)) 
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Figure 2.8. Fatigue crack propagation 
curve s obtained by optical microscopy 
and electrical resistance measurements. 
Where 6 is the fatigue s tress and p is 
the contact pressure. ( after Enda & 
Goto (41)) 
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Figure 2.9. Table showi ng crack growth 
rat e in plain and fretti ng f atig tie of 
age haraened Al -4%Cu-l%M g f or an applied 
stres s of 1,0 MPa. (af ter Leadbeater et al 
(4 3)) 
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Figure 2.10. Relation between fretting 
fatigue limit o f mild steel ana hardness 
of aluminium fret ting bridges. (af ter 
Waterhouse (24,p.1 52) ) 
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Figure 2.11. Effect of hardness of steel 
bridges on the fretting fati gue l i mit of 
mi ld steel. (after Waterhouse (24,p.153» 
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Sketches illustrating a 
possible explanation of why spec imens 
fretted under static compressive stresses 
exhibit a lower fatigue streng th than 
spe c imens fretted unaer static tensile 
stres s es.(ai 'ter Collins & Marco (61) ) 
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F i ~ r e e 2.13. Section t hrough a f retting 
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fatigue s pecimen with grooves for stress 
relief at the edges of the c ontact areas. 
(after Bowers et al (64» 
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Figure. 3.1. Stress distribution in a 
shot peened bar. (af ter Coombs et al (77» 
Figure 3.2. Hal oing fi xture f or shot 
peening test strip; units in inches . 
(after Almen (7 2 » 
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Figure 3.4. Saturat ion curve to ensure 
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(after (73)) 
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Figure 3.5. Shapes of stlOt media. (after (7,)) 
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Figure 3.6. Depth o f maximum effect of 
shot peening with variations in total 
energy of 25% and 10% on a heat treated 
alloy steel. (after Coomhs et al (77) 
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(a f ter Coom bs et a1 (77)) 
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FIG. 4.1. 
Outline of Experiments 
3 HEAT TREATMENTS SURFACE FATIGUE AND 
MATERIAL 3 TREATMENTS FRETTING TESTS 
-
Age Hardened - Unpeened - Plain Fatigue 
AI- 4 ·1.Cu -l·I.Mg Naturally Aged Shot Peen ed (s) Fretting Fatigue 
Fully Annealed Shot Peened (r) Plain Fretting 
I 
I Surface Analysis Post Testing Analysis 
X-RAY RESIDUAL STRESS 
RESIDUAL WORK SURFACE ANALYSIS- on fatigue and 
STRESS HARDENING ROUGHNESS fretting fatigue specimens 
to test for 'stress fading'. 
I 
S.E.M. ANALYSIS - on speci-
X-Ray residual Microhardness Talysurf traces. men cross-sections and 
stress measure- traverses. S.E.M. analysis . fretted surfaces . 
ments to deter- Fretting Fatigue Optical microscopy. I 
mine depth/stress and Plain Fatigue OPT ICAL MICROSCOPY - on 
profiles . tests on 'stretched' specimen sections. 
specimens . I 
. ' .. 
- TALYSURF TRACES - on 
I 
fretted surfaces . 
TABLE 4.1. 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF AI-4°/oCu-1°/oMg. (°/0) 
Al Cu Mg Si Fe Mn Ni Zn OTHERS 
rem 4.4 0.8 0.7 1.0 0.8 0.2 0.2 Pb, Sn, Ti (0.05 
TABLE 4.2. 
HEAT TREATMENTS OF AI-4°/oCu-1°/oMg. 
Solution treated for 45 minutes at SOS.tl° C 
AGE W a t ~ r r quenched 
HARDENED Age hardened tor S hours at 185! 1° C 
Solution treated for 45 minutes at 50S!1' C 
NATURALLY Water quenched 
AGED Naturally aged at room t ~ m p e r a t u r e e (20°) 
for 2 days minimum 
Solution treated for 45 minutes at 50S! l' C 
Water quenched 
FULLY Heated for 2 hours at 400!" C 
ANNEALED Furnace cooled from 400' C to 2S0'C and 
held at that ' temperature for 2 hours, then 
air cooled . 
TABLE 4 .3. 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF AI-4°/oCu-1°/oMg. 
Heat Yield 1'/. Proof Stress U.T.S, Stress Elongation Hardness 
Treatment (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (01.) (VHN) 
Age 
343 543 365 9.4 140 Hardened I' 
Naturally 440 316 10.4 125 I' Aged 242 
Fully 78 203 140 10.5 61 A n n ~ a l e d d
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FIG. 4.3. 
Fretting Device. 
(unit 5 in mm) 
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(b) Bridge Arrangement 
(longitudinal view) 
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FIG. 4.4. 
Schematic of the Fatigue Machine. 
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FIG. 4.5. 
Plain Fretting Specimens 
(un its in mm) 
(a) Flat. 
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FIG. 4.6. 
Schematic Diagram of the Plain Fretting Apparatus 
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FIG. 4.7. 
Schematic of the Plain Fretting Machine. 
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TABLE. 4.4. 
Summary of Testing in the Experimental Procedure. 
~ p - e c i m e n n Surface Analysis Testing Post Testing Analysis . 
Treatment Rt!s. Stre. Micr. Strt!t- Taly- O.M. Plain Fretting Plain Rt!sid. Opt . S.E.M. Taly-Strt!. Prof Hard ching surf. 5.E.M Fatigue Fatigue Fretting Strt!ss Micros surf . 
Age Hardened 
UNPEENED • • • • • • • • • • 
SHOT PEENED (SMOOTH) • • • • • • • • • • • 
SHOT PEENED (ROUGH) • • • • • • • • 
Naturally Aged 
UNPEENED • • • • • • • • • • 
SHOT PEENED (SMOOTH) • • • • • • • • • • 
SHOT PEENED (ROUGH) • • • • • • • • 
, 
-
Fully Annealed 
UN"PEENED 
• • • • • • 
SHOT PEE NED (SMOOTH) • • • • • • • • 
'. 
FIG. 5.1. 
S-N Curves for Unpeened Age Hardened AI-4% Cu-l % Mg 
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FIG. 5.2. 
S-N Curves for Unpeened Naturally Aged Al-4% Cu-1% Mg 
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FIG. 5.3. 
S-N Curves for Shot Peened (smooth) Age Hardened 
Al-4%Cu -1%Mg. 
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FIG. 5.4. 
S -N Curves for Shot Peened (smooth) Naturall y Aged 
Al-4%Cu -1%Mg. 
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FIG. 5.5. 
S-N Curves for Shot Peened (rough). Age Hardened 
Al-4%Cu -1%Mg. 
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FIG. 5.6. 
S - N Curves for Shot Peened (rough) Naturally Aged 
Al- 4%Cu -1%Mg. 
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FIG. 5.7. 
S - N Curves for Unpeened and Shot Peened (smooth) 
Fully Annealed Al-4%Cu -1%Mg. 
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FIG. 5.8. 
5 -N Curve Compilation for the Surface Treatments on 
Age Hardened AI-4% Cu-1% Mg. 
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FIG. 5.9. 
S - N Curve Compilation for the Surface Treatments on 
Naturally Aged Al-4 %Cu -1%Mg. 
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TABLE 5.1. 
Summary of Plain Fatigue and Fretting Fatigue Test 
Results. (after 107 cycles). 
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FIG. 5.10. 
Variation in Coefficient of Friction with N o ~ ~ of Fretting 
Cycles for . Age Hardened Al- 4%Cu -1%Mg. 
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FIG. 5.11. 
Variation in Coefficient of Friction with No. of Fretting 
Cycles for Naturally Aged Al- 4%Cu -1%Mg. 
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FIG. 5.12. 
Residual Stress / Depth Profiles for Age Hardened and 
Naturally Aged Al- 4% Cu -1% Mg Alloy. 
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Microhardness Traverses 
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FIG. 5.14. 
S -N Curves for 0.5 % and 1.0% 'Stretched' Shot Peened 
(smooth) Age Hardened AI-4% Cu-l% Mg. 
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FIG. 5.16. 
Effect of Fatigue Cycling on the Residual Compressive 
Stress in Age Hardened Al-4% Cu-1 % Mg. 
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FIG. 5.17. 
Effect of Fatigue Cycling on the Residual Compressive 
Stress in Naturally Aged Al-4% Cu-l % Mg. 
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Figure 5.18. Talysurf traces on fretting scars. 
PLATES . 
(N.B. In the following plates t he symbol 
~ ~ • indicates the fretting direction 
where applicable . Also ; NA means natural l y 
a ged ; AH means age hardened ; and FA means 
fully annealed . ) 
PLATE 1. 
(a) The rotating-bending fati gue machine. 
(b) The fretting device. 
PLATE 2 . 
25cm 
The plain fretting apparatus . 
PLAT E 3 . ' 
5cm 
61 
60· 
B 
12-
() 16 59 58 
8 Cassete holder for transmission patterns 64 Knurled screw for clOling the film ~ ~ for 
10 Specimen aperture reflection petterns 
11 Focusing aperture 66 Stand for the edjusting micfOlCOP8 
12 Inlet aperture 57 Adjusting microlCOpe 
14 Knurled screw for fixing the c.rriage (16) 58 Specimen holder for precision "...,r .... ". 
15 Knurled screw for height adjustment of the crystal of lattice constants 
16 Specimen holder carriage 59 Scale for IItting the distance between film 8ftd 
21 Base plate specimen in reflection pattern. 
23 Aperture holder 60 Mounting screws of the front plate 
24 Groove for guiding the specimen holder 61 Front plate 
52 Small goniometer head 62 Locking lever for the stand (56' 
53 Knurled screw for fiXing the film Clssette for 
reflection patterns on the aperture holder (23) 
The back-reflection x-ray camera system . 
PLATE 4. 
Scanning e l ectron micrograph s of the shot 
peened (rough) surf ace. 
(a) low magnification showing the dimples 
(b) higher magnification 
(c) higher magnification showing material 
folding . 
PLAT E 5. 
Optical micrographs of specimen sections 
showing the damage produced by shot peening . 
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(c) subsurface damage on a smoothed s p e c i m e e ~ ~
PLATE 6. 
Optical micrographs of fretting fatigue 
cracks in the NA unpeened material • 
. ' ·1 ' - O' ... ... 
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(a) after 1 . 5 x 10 5 cycles at 205 MPa 
(b) a f ter 2.8 x 10 5 cycles at 183 MFa 
(c) after 107 cycles at 100 MPa . 
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PLATE 7. 
Optical micrographs of fretting fatigue 
cracks in shot peened (smooth) specimens • 
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(a) NA specimen a f ter 1.3 x 105 cycles at 300 MFa 
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(c) AH specimen after 107 cycles at 145 MPa . 
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PLATE 8. 
Optical micrographs of fretting fatigue 
cracks in the AH material . 
-.. 
40p I 
~ ~
/ 
~ ~ -
40p 
~ ~
(a) an unpeened specimen 
after 1.2 x 10 5 cycles at 
(b) a shot peened (smooth) 
180 MFa 
specimen after 3.2 x 10 5 
cycles at 190 MPa 
(c) multiple cracking in an unpeened specimen 
after 9.8 x 104 cycles at 160 MFa 
4 0 ~ ~ I 
~ ~
J 
(d) multiple cracking in a shot peened (smooth ) 
specimen after 2.6 x 105 cycles at 180 MFa . 
~ ~ . 
PLATE 9. 
Optical micrographs of fretting fatigue 
cracks in the FA material. 
(a) an unpeened specimen after 1.9 x 105 
cycles at 90 MPa 
(b) a shot peened specimen after 4 .5 
cycles at 100 MPa. 
4 ~ ~
PLATE 10. 
Optical micrographs of damage observed on 
sections through FA specimens . 
(a) subsurface damage due to shot peening 
(b) fretting fatigue damage on a shot peened 
specimen after 2.5 x 104 cycles at 130 MPa 
I 
' . (40)1 1 I 
(c) fretting fatigue damage on a shot peened 
specimen after 5 .0 x 104 cycles at 115 MPa. 
~ ~ .. 
PLATE 11. 
Scanning electron micrographs showing fretting 
fatigue cracks in an unpeened NA specimen ; 
after 1 . 1 x 106 cycles at 130 MPa . 
(a) f rom the central 
region of the fre tting site 
fretting 
surface 
(b) higher magnification 
of (a) 
(c) from close to the f rett ed/non-fretted 
boundary 
(d) h igher magnificat i on of (c). 
fr'etting 
surface 
I 
PLATE 12. 
Scanning electron micrographs of a shot 
peened (smooth) NA specimen showing a fretting 
fatigue crack at the surface and through the 
section; after 5.2 x 105 cycles at 220 MPa. 
(a) low magnification 
20).1 
L.--1 
(b) higher magnification of above 
(c) higher magnification of above. 
specimen 
section 
fretting 
surface 
section 
PLATE 13. 
Scanning electron micrographs of a shot 
peened (smooth) AH specimen showing a fretting 
fatigue crack at the surface and through the 
section ; after 1.3 x 105 cycles at 220 MPa . 
(a) low magnification 
(b) higher magnification of above 
(c) higher magnification of above. 
fretting 
surface 
PLATE 14. 
Scanning e l ectron micrographs o f the subsurface 
f retting fatigue damage observed in a shot 
p e ened (smooth) NA specimen; after 1.7 x 10 5 
cycles at 260 MPa. 
specimen 
section 
(a) low magnification 
... 
. 
I ., ' 
-' . 
" . 
(b) higher magnification of above clearly 
showing a subsurface cavity 
(c) 
spherical particles within the cavity. 
fretting 
surface 
PLATE 15. 
Scanning electron micrographs showing the 
delamination caused by fretting fatigue on 
a shot peened (smooth) NA specimen; after 
1 . 5 x 106 cycles at 195 MFa. 
(a) low magnification 
(b) higher magnification of above 
(c) higher magnification of above. 
specimen 
section 
PLATE 16. 
Scanning electron micrographs showing 
fretting fatigue damag e on a shot peened 
(rough) NA specimen ; after 8 . 4 x 104 cycles 
at 270 MPa . 
fretting 
surface 
... . 
(a) low magnification showing a crack 
(b) higher m m g n i f i c a ~ ~ o n n of above showing 
the crack packed with aebris 
~ ~
'----II J 
(c) higher magnification of above . 
specimen 
section 
PLATE 17. 
Scanning electron micrographs showing 
fretting fatigue damage on a shot peened 
(smooth) NA specimen; after 106 cycles 
at 180 MFa . 
fretting - - - I ; ~ d d
surface ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~
specimen 
section 
(a) low magnification 
~ - - . - -(b) higher magnification of above showing 
crack face 
(c) higher magnification of above. 
PLATE 18. 
Scanning electron micrographs showing 
fretting fatigue scars. 
(a) from an unpeened NA specimen after 
1 . 4 x 105 cycles at 170 MPa ; note the 
crack near to the fretted/non- fretted 
boundary 
(b ) from a shot peened ( smooth) AH specimen 
after 1 . 3 x 10 5 cycles at 220 MPa ; note the 
unusual ' fish bone ' configuration and areas 
of delamination . 
PLATE 19. 
Scanning electron micro graphs of t he 
f retting debris on an unpeened NA fretting 
fatigue specimen after 1 . 5 x 10 5 cycles 
at 205 MPa . 
(a) low magnification view 
of surface distress 
(b) higher magnification 
of (a) 
(c) oxide film break-up parallel to the 
fretting direction 
(d) higher magnification of (c). 
~ ~ ~ ~
PLATE 20. 
Scanning electron micrographs of the fretting 
fatigue damage observed on an unpeened NA 
specimen ; after 1 . 1 x 106 cycles at 130 MPa. 
(a) smearing of material along the surface 
(b) smearing of material and debris- break-up 
(c) break-up of the oxide fil m. 
~ ~ . 
PLATE 21. 
Scanning electron micrographs of the fretting 
s car damage on a shot peened (rough) NA 
f retting fatigue specimen; after 1.5 x 106 
cycles at 195 MPa. 
(a) delamination and exposed cavities 
(b) spherical particles within a cavity 
(c) higher magnification of above. 
~ ~ .. 
PLATE 22. 
Scanning electron micrographs of the fretting 
scar damage on a shot peened (rough) NA 
fretting fatigue specimen; after 1 .5 x 106 
cycles at 195 MPa. 
(a) low magnification showing (b) higher magnification of 
the ' fish bone' configuration (a) showing an exposed cavity 
(c) higher magnification of (d) higher magnification of 
(b) showing spherical particles (c) . 
in the cavity 
PLATE 23. 
Scanning electron micrographs of the fretting 
scar damage on a shot peened (smooth) AH 
fretting fatigue specimen; after 1.3 x 10 5 
cycles at 220 MPa. 
(a) low magnification of the 
scar showing exposed cavities 
(c) higher magnification of 
(b) showing spherical particles 
within the cavity 
(b) higher magnification of 
one of the cavities shown 
in (a) 
(d) higher magnification of 
(c) . 
PLATE 24 . 
Scanning electron micrographs of the plain 
fretting damage on an unpeene d NA s pec imen . 
(a) wide view of the fretting scar 
.. ~ ~
(b) material smea red at the edge of the scar 
Cc) exposed cavity in the centre of the scar 
Cd) expo s ea cavity ; no te the absence of 
spherical particles . 
~ ~ . 
PLATE 25. 
Scanning electron micrographs of the plain 
f retting damage on an unpeened AH specimen. 
(a) wide view of the fretting scar 
(b) material smeared at the edge of the scar 
(c) exposed cavity at the edge of the scar 
(d) exposed cavity ; note again the absence 
of spherical particles. 
~ ~ . 
PLATE 26. 
Scanning electron micrographs of the plain 
fretting damage on a shot peened (smooth) 
NA specimen. 
(a) wide view of the fretting scar showing 
areas of delamination and exposed cavities 
(b) higher magnification (c) higher magnification 
one of the cavities shown in of (b) showing spherical 
(a) particles within the cavity 
(d) higher magnification of (e) break-up of the oxide 
one of the areas of delamination film . 
shown in (a) 
PLATE 27 . 
Scanning electron micrographs of the plain 
fretting damage on a shot peened (smooth) 
AH specimen . 
). 
(a) wide v i ew of the scar showing extensive 
delamination 
(b) oblique view clearly showing the 
delaminated plates 
(c) higher magnification of above . 
. - - . ~ , - -
PLATE 28. 
Scanning electron micrographs of the plain 
fretting damage on a shot peened (rough) 
NA specimen. 
.fretting 
scar 
/ 
(a) wide view showing the levelling of the 
f°)l, I 
(b) higher magnification of the levelled 
d 
(c) delamination on the levelled areas . 
